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'^ I believe in the cinema; in its claim to be an art, in its power to speak to the people with equal

vigour to that claimed by the stage, and in its ability to standfirst in the days to come as inspirer

of the PEOPLE.

''But I equally deplore all those hideous bonds that now strangle its growth—the many pas-

sengers andparasites whofeed upon it, the charlatans who exploit it, and above all the thinkers

who will not think about it: the convention-ridden workers who would leave to others all the

discovery, content to get a living ofsorts by toiling in narrow grooves till the end.

''Ifyou are to help me you must be with me in my belief. It is afervent, consuming belief.^

GEORGE PEARSON, 1924

FOREWORD

In 1940, when I first undertook to write a book on the art of designing settings for moving

pictures—or films, as they are called in England—I thought that I should at least have other

authoritative works on the subject to guide me ; but I soon found that there were none. This is

probably the reason why that first effort became the standard work on the subject in England

and America, and soon went out of print. The present volume is not jiist a reprint of the first,

but a new version to which has been added much that has been learnt in recent years.

In the foreword to my first book I mentioned that in 1938 I had established a Film School in

London, and this has resulted in my getting hundreds of letters in the last few years asking when

I would start taking students again—I don't think that will ever be—but there are a nxxmber of

projects afoot now to help those would-be learners. Trade imions, such as the Association of

Cine-Technicians, the National Association of Theatrical and Cine Employees, and the Film

Producers Association are working on apprenticeship schemes which should help to improve

the technical appreciation of the medium. The British Film Institute and the Film Academy in

London and the Museum of Modern Art Film Library in New York, with their wonderful

collections of films, still remain the only places where you may study the actual films of the

past and see the way in which they were put together. These are the only places where you will

be able to find many of the films mentioned in this book. The Society of British Film Art

Directors and Designers also has its collection of original drawings, past and present, housed

with the British Film Institute : this can be studied by students.

My own experience taught me that a school which has no text-books is useless. Since the art

of film-making requires the knowledge of such varied subjects as colour, composition, perspec-

tive, cinematics, costume, sciagraphy, sociology, scriptwriting, studio management, direction,

etc., qmte a number of books will be needed.

My part in the future will therefore be to try and supply some of these books, acting as a

kind of students' friend, ready to answer a few of the many queries that must come to the
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energetic mind as it struggles, as ours have done, in search of the truth. And here is a word of

warning! Don't try to come into fihns just because the mechanics intrigue you. It is because the

mechanics have interested so many that we have almost lost sight of the art. Nowadays we are

constantly developing our brains at the expense of our imaginations, and that is one of the

reasons why films are often just clever techniques, lacking in humanity and vision.

The knowledge of film technique will help you no further than a would-be writer is helped

by a knowledge of spelling and grammar, a most essential knowledge, but to no end unless he

is motivated by inspiration. The ideas must be inspired. The execution must be a work of art.

Unluckily you search in vain to find this recognized in any film studio, for in those semi-

industrial surroundings only a few know that there is a recognized force that guides all artists,

and coupled with that force a sane understanding of certain principles without which good

painting, v^Titing, music, films, or any other work of art cannot be achieved.

You will find, however, quite a few pompous individuals who make 'art' an excuse for their

empirical methods. It would therefore be a good idea to revive your memory as to what art is.

I think the American writer Leopold Eidlitz helps most. He points out that although art

appeals to the emotions, it is not produced by emotions, feeUngs, sentiment, mannerism or by

modern dilettantism of any kind ; but by the cunning, the craft, the skill of art.

'Above all,' he says, 'the student of art should remember that premeditation is its first

characteristic; and that to produce art work the artist must have a clear and definite under-

standing of the idea to be celebrated in art and a thorough knowledge of the technical methods

requisite to represent this idea in matter. We cannot paint a picture and then consider what we

shall call this picture, painted as it were by accident, and claim for it the title of a work of fine

art. To create a work of fine art, it is necessary that an idea should be represented in matter with

premeditation, and that the artist shall, from the beginning of the work, and throughout every

stage of it, be the master of the means and methods of accomplishing this object.'*

Mastering the means and methods can only be achieved to any purpose if we have a fervent

and consuming belief in the film as a new medium of expression, for only then can we hope one

day to free it from the commerciaUzation of modern time—which has confined it to the repro-

duction of plays and musicals—and see it recognized in its true form as the art of pure move-

ment in form and sound.

We artists in this new medium have in charge a trust of enormous value. Upon our studies,

our devotion, and enthusiasm must depend the thoughts and emotions of coming generations,

for the film has become the most popular of the arts and through it millions derive their entire

inspiration and perception of emotional values.

Never before in history has the artist been in a position to command such a gigantic audience

. . . never before was he so responsible to civilization.

* Nature and Function of Art, 1872.
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THEORY AND PRACTICE

THE GROWTH OF A NEW ART

The art of the film lies in the use of movement; movement in light and shade, multi-coloured or

monotone, simultaneously with the play of light and shade in sound to create an emotional

effect upon an audience.

The difference between the film and the stage is that the film possesses certain qualities

unattainable in the theatre ; nor can these quaUties be imitated in any other art form. The secret

of the film as a medium lies in the use of them. These filmic qualities are as follows

:

Extreme Emphasis, gained by moving into the 'close up' of static or moving objects.

Infinity of Vision, obtained by the long shot—particularly when used in conjunction with

a panning movement.

Compound Reaction, resulting from the superimposition of any combination of sounds

over action or vice-versa.

Controlled Tempo of natiu-e brought about by regulating the speed of the camera so that

clouds may seem to race in fearful contortions across the sky or a horse may seem to float

like a leaf across a plain.

Permanent combination of transient objects and the possibility for one artist to control the

entire mise-en-scene so that when it has reached the perfection required by him it is

permanent.

But as it is easiest for those lacking in imagination to copy existing forms, the play and story

have been adapted as the quickest, the most obvious, and the most commercial way of making

use of the film medium. Len Lye once made a film called Colour Box which was nearest to pure

cinematics, or the study of abstract movement, and the Russians filmed a story for children

called The Little Humpbacked Horse which showed the camera unfettered by realism. Although

almost lost among the gigantic commercial productions of our time, both these films are well

worth studying.

When films were first started they were just animated photographs of anything and then,

later, photographic records of topical events. The showman then stepped in and employed the

photographer to record in animated photography 'shows' of various kinds, ranging from jug-

gling tricks to obscene demonstrations of the craft of love. As the apparatus became more per-

fected and photographers more used to the technique, so did these shows become more

diverting, inasmuch as quick changes, trick shots in mirrors, scenic illusions with matt shots

and variations in the speed of cranking gave what was known to be impossible the strange

semblance of reahty.

The photography of bits of dramatic action grew from 1903 to 1906 without the technique of

cinematography ever being handled by an artist; by this I mean that no man saw in what way

this animated photography could be controlled as a means of expression.

To the late D. W. Grifiith is ascribed in 1907 the introduction of the close-up, and with this

we get the first sign that a new art is born. At first the close-up was solely used to accentuate

drama by showing details in facial expression ; but slowly it was realized that action and even
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inanimate objects sometimes achieved greater dramatic value if only they were emphasized by

the closer scrutiny.

Although Edison originally intended sound to be synchronized with the motion picture,*

the first ' animated pictures ' were either shown silent or accompanied by the dialogue of a

compere or by the musical accompaniment of one or more musicians, who changed their

melodies as they thought fit by looking at what was going ahead upon the screen. But in 1926

it was found possible to link sound and film together on celluloid. Those concerned directly

with this marriage did not further it with any idea of developing the art, but for the simple

purpose of adding yet another attraction to the side-show. The idea and the patents came from

America and proved to be a fine racket.

The fact that the ' showman ' was the first to nurse the animated photograph has had an ever-

lasting effect upon the film. The old nurses are still there, and although new ones arrive they

are soon forced into the old methods. The greater part of the intelligence and taste that governs

the output of the so-called film industry today has never risen above this side-show grade; and

the showmen not only take the money but also call the tune.

The few artists who originally ventured into the film industry to study and test this new

medium welcomed the machinery for reproducing sound as they saw its colossal potentialities.

The showmen were at first against it, as it meant such expense in new machinery for projection,

but the attack had been well launched by the machine vendors ; the showmen succumbed and

dubbed the new invention the 'talkies'. Because talkies became the rage, talkies had to be made

—quickly ! How was that to be done? Why, there were plays which could be reproduced and, as

movie directors could only shout themselves and not direct the shouting, play producers from

the theatres were brought in to direct films ; and since most film actors and actresses looked

good but did not sound good, in rolled the play actors as well. Bringing in these exponents of

the theatre and mixing them with these exploiters of animated photographs and sound re-

corders put the cinema as an art back by about twenty years.

The result of this union of a derehct theatre with an underdeveloped something called

cinematography, still being nursed by unscrupulous showmen, cannot be foreseen.

Apart from the fact that it has retarded its own development, its effect upon the art, culture

and civilization of the world may be a blot on history for ever. We are with it now, we have

grown with it, and like the deformity of a near relation, we have grown used to it. Colour has

suffered in the same way, colour having given way to ' the colourful ', but if its powers can be

controlled by those artists who have studied and who understand the medium, it can become

the greatest force in the cultural and artistic development of mankind—if left to those who

* The following is Edison's description of his invention : 'If it is desired to reproduce an opera

or a play I get the company to give a dress rehearsal for me. I place back of the orchestra on a

table a compound machine, consisting of a phonograph and a Kinetograph, with a capacity of

thirty minute continuous work. The orchestra plays, the curtain rises, and the opera begins. Both

machines work simultaneously, one recording sound and the other taking photographs, recording

motion at the rate of forty-six photographs per second. Afterward the photographic strip is developed

and replaced in the machine, a projecting lens is substituted for the photographic lens, and the repro-

ducing part of the phonograph is adjusted. Then, by means ofa calcium light, the effect is reproduced

life size on a white curtain, reproducing to the audience the original scene with all its sounds and all

the motions of the actors exactly as in the original scene.'
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control it today, most of whom always find such good reasons for making money the easiest

way, its degenerating effect may only be fully realized when a proper cure is impossible.

But exploiters of cinematography are not the only ones who have retarded its advance. The

thousands of artists who in the past have failed to come to its aid, the artists who, instead of

supporting their confreres, just laughed and gibed at them from afar, refusing to recognize the

new medium, and those who joined for sheer monetary gain, must all take their share of

responsibility for its failure. 'The cinema is nothing new; it is merely one more milestone as we

go downhill ... as we are led downhill by the nose. It appeals to the vulgarity of most . . .

the idleness of many . . . the economy of all . . . the fear of the ignorant . . . the laziness

of half the world . . . the curiosity of the other half . . . the wisdom (i.e. the pocket) of the

few. Therefore it protects the few . . . and is against the many. Still it pretends to be for the

people !

!

'

These words by Gordon Craig were written in 1922 and voiced the opinion of many sincere

artists of his time. And yet these were the very men whose effort could have helped to give us

a mighty art today. Many modern artists still feel the same about films, but are we, the artists

of today, to join in and deride with our elders and, too late, realize that we too have lost our

heritage? It is no use criticizing—we must make the change. Now listen again to George

Pearson in 1924: T believe in the cinema; in its claim to be an art . . . and in its ability to

stand first in the days to come as inspirer of the people.

'But I equally deplore all those hideous bonds that now strangle its growth—the many

passengers and parasites who feed upon it, the charlatans who exploit it, and above all the

THINKERS who will not think about it ; the convention-ridden workers who would leave to

others all the discovery, content to get a living of sorts by toiling in narrow grooves till the

end.

'If you are to help me you must be with me in my belief. It is a fervent, consuming belief.'

I am with Pearson all the way. That the film has the power to become the greatest of all arts

has already been proved by the men who have spent their lives experimenting with this medium

in order to find out what it would yield. In some ways Griffith was the greatest of them all,

because he was the first to be inspired, and so he led the way, but with him must be remembered

others such as Wiene, Reimann, Pabst, Lang, Pudovkin, Tisse, Ford, Capra, Pearson, Hitch-

cock, Honegger, Flaherty, Chaplin, and Disney—not all directors, because sometimes it is not

the director who makes a contribution worth remembering ; sometimes it is the cameraman or

the musician.

America has, of course, made the greatest contribution, and although it might be argued that

most of the names one could mention originated in Europe, did not most of their ancestors

cut away purposely from the Old World and go with a pioneering spirit to the New?

In Europe we must beware of foisting the traditions of other arts upon the film.

The Americans have no ancestors in art to fall back upon, and their values therefore have

been readjusted to the life of the twentieth century. It is this very absence of an artistic tradi-

tion that has made it easier for America to approach this medium with the direct perception of

youth untutored by the worn-out rules of a sophisticated European academy of arts.

It is not their technical development that we should study, but the ' freedom ' of their artistic

approach.

Let us have crazy comedies full of wit, social dramas keeping us awake to the realities of life,
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fantasies transporting us to the unknown, heroics to revive us, but let them be made from the

finest material by inspired artists freed from the conventions of the other arts.

The artists of the film must be allowed to come into their own and serve their true purpose in

Ufe, that of making new and wonderful things for the ears and eyes of man to hear and behold.

Through the art of the moving picture the artist can mix the forms and sounds of natxire

with music and words. He can control the actions of man and place him anywhere, real or

fantastic, and colour the whole as he desires, and, through his imagination, we can be inspired.

Moving pictures, films, the flicks, or what you will, are here to take their place among the arts

in a new civiUzation.

HOW A FILM IS MADE

In America as well as in Europe films are made in either of two ways, by big commercial com-

panies or by small groups of enthusiastic artists.

The growth of the film business into one of America's major industries has caused it to suffer

from the domination of industrial interests. The cinema circuits have built theatres everywhere

to house tired workers, the majority of whom know little about life outside their own limited

view; because the film can give them a wider field of vision they crave for more, the habit is

formed and on this habit the companies trade. But few of these companies recognize that they

have a sacred trust and that on their product the manners, morals, and culture of millions of

people depend. Those who work with the big companies soon forget their responsibilities as

artists ; speed makes them forget—money makes it unnecessary to remember.

In the small companies where enthusiastic artist-technicians gather together and try to make

a film by themselves, unfettered by the dictates of time and labour, salaries are low and every

man does the job of five.

This is particularly so among the documentary units and the so-called avant-garde units in

France and England ; but these small units are sometimes healthier to work with than are the

larger ones, and are certainly the finest training grounds for beginners.

The commercial companies think there is value in turning literary masterpieces into films,

because they know they can trade on the publicity already given to the title of the book

which, more often than not, is the only recognizable feature after the film is made. They there-

fore employ readers who skim through books in order to discover if the basis of the plot is suit-

able for films or not. It will be noticed, however, that a piece of really successful literature

seldom makes a good film.

After a story has been chosen, it is turned into a scenario, that is to say, broken up into

sequences and phases and eventually into shots. A 'shot' means one camera set-up. As an

example let us take the first two lines from Heinrich Heine's Florentine Nights. They read:

' As Maximilian came into the room, the doctor was drawing on his black gloves.' The story
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then goes on to describe how the doctor explains to Maximilian that his mistress is dying.

This might be broken up into scenario form as follows

:

Shot 1. Close-up from inside a room, shooting towards a door, showing Maximihan's face

with an enqmring expression, as he enters.

Shot 2. Long shot of the doctor with his back to the camera.

Shot 3. A medium close-up of the doctor as he turns, with downcast eyes, and we see that he

is drawing on his black gloves.

Shot 4. Maximihan coming into the previous shot.

While the scenario is being written, particularly if it is an historical subject, the art director

is called in to advise on the type of backgrounds that would be used in the different scenes and

to suggest the general atmosphere of the surroundings. Sometimes a person is called in who

goes by the name of the historical expert. Sometimes there are a number of other experts,

as: the expert on the Eastern sequences, the expert on the naval sequences, the expert on the

duelling sequences, and so on. All these experts are needed because there are few scenario

writers or directors who, like our historical novelists of old, know everything about the

historical background of their subject : even Ufe outside their own circles is a great mystery to

them, and seldom, would it seem, are they conscious of their great moral obhgations to society.

This is probably one of the greatest obstructions to the development of films today.

So many scenario writers just have an aptitude for knocking stories into a certain filmic

formula: 'Boy meets girl, boy loses girl, boy gets girl. That's The Adventures of Marco Polo.

Same as any other feature. That's the only picture that cUcks.'*

If the scenarist is not well equipped in his knowledge of background, it is only right that it

should be supplied by the art director and the art director alone. He has no excuse whatever

for not knowing it backwards, and in any case without him it cannot be achieved. It is more

important for the art director to have the history of the social development of Europe and

America at his finger-tips than to know how to make a perfect drawing of, say, a Corinthian

column. Corinthian columns can be found by the score in any book on architecture, but when

and where to use them so that they look in their proper place only comes through a knowledge

of the people that use them.

Sometimes the director and writer are the same person—this is always a good thing, since

it generally cuts out the entirely hterary approach to the script. It would obviously be better

still if the composer of a film were also a designer whose visual compositions were intentional

and not accidental. Unluckily the invention of the photograph has made so many think that

they can compose a picture. The same persons could probably compose a tune—but that

would hardly be music, nor would it make them musicians.

While the scenario is being written the leading parts are built round the star performers ; but

when the scenario is finished actors have to be found who will fit into the other parts. This is the

job of the casting director. While this is being done, further copies of the scenario are dupH-

cated and sent out to the Art, Costume, Make-up, Location and Costing Departments. It is

the Costing Department's unhappy job to try to discover from the art director, costmnier,

location finder, and all the others concerned how much each expects to spend on the pro-

duction. This is then submitted to the producer, and he and the company decide on what

* Russell Ferguson in World Film News, January, 1938.
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alterations are to be made in order that the film shall cost less, or what additions can be

afforded in order to bring it up to the cost they have already visualized, in order to give it

what is called production value, such as making a ballroom sequence three times as lavish

or putting another two thousand people into a strike sequence, and so on.

The word 'go' is then given and the art director prepares his sketches and models or has

them made for him by a sketch artist and model maker, has them criticized, and then puts in

hand-finished drawings and full-size details of each particular object. These drawings are passed

on to the departments concerned, i.e. the carpenters, who build the framework of the walls, the

doors, windows and other practicals; the plasterers, who surface them with stone, brick or

other textures or enrich them with carvings ; the painters who pick them out in different colours

and age them down; the property rooms, which are responsible for furnishing them.

The special effects department gets specially marked plans giving details of such things as

snow, ice, and fire. It also gets specially detailed drawings of any model work in which there

are smashes or disasters. Such things are generally done in miniature to be cut later into real

scenes so that the model work is indiscernible.

The costume department sometimes works in with the art director, that is when the art

director is also designing the costumes, which he should do. In the case of historical films such

things as weapons and ornaments carried by the characters if not made in the property rooms

are hired, like the special pieces of furniture, from those shops that specialize in them. In the

meantime the location manager, together with a member of the art department, is searching for

natural backgrounds against which the open-air scenes may be taken. If he fails to find what

he requires, the exteriors are built in the studio or on the 'lot'; the lot being a piece of ground

attached to the studio, the roof of the studio, or some place nearby used for this special ptir-

pose. Once, in a film built round Marryat's story Midshipman Easy, my company could not

find a three-masted vessel at sea, nor could they afford to build one that would float. They

suggested building it in the studio, with skies painted on back-cloths all round it. I eventually

persuaded them that nature could supply us with better skies, and they let me build the ship

upon our lot. This lot had the studio on one side, the canteen and a 40 ft. chestnut-tree on

another, and on the remaining two sides were a convent and some trees ; in order to get above

these so that my ship could be surrounded by the open skies, I erected a platform of tubular

scaffolding 45 ft. high and built the ship on the top of it, much to the amusement of the local

inhabitants, who could see a ship, as it were, sailing over the roof-tops from almost any house

in the town.

In America after sets are built they are dressed by a 'set dresser' or 'decorator'. This expert

is also coming into British studios. As we know from experience, many different characters can

live in the same shaped room, and the only way that one room differs from another is in the

things with which the character surrounds himself, the possessions that reflect his personality.

In everyday life it does not matter very much who was the architect of the room where you

or I are living ; in fact we may both be living in one of those ' second-class dwelling-houses

'

built in the Regency period, thousands of which cover London and provincial towns and all of

which were built to a pattern. But what makes our rooms so diSerent? Why that choice of rug,

those newspaper clippings pinned on the wall, the violin in the bookshelf, the teapot on the

mantelpiece; or the chromium lampstand, the Swedish furniture and the bowl of white flowers

against the cream walls and chintz curtains? Just our up-bringing, or the people we mix with,
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or what we want others to think of us. In a film these dressings make the background come to

life and help to make the action convincing. I think therefore that this job should be super-

vised by the designer himself.

The sets are not used in the sequence in which they appear in the scenario, for the scenario is

broken up into a 'shooting schedule' to suit locations, which are governed by climatic con-

ditions, and the leading actors, whose salaries are a very important consideration. Key

sequences are generally shot as soon as possible in order that the cutter may, during the course

of cutting them, discover if certain additions or alterations are necessary. The scenario is

seldom visualized realistically, so the director does not always keep to the script, the cutter

seldom does either, and because both these people are more important since they deal only

with reahties and not with words on paper, the present-day hack scenarist may one day be dis-

covered to be a more or less useless man. His place will then be taken by writers who will have

to be as capable as any of the great playwrights of the theatre in the past, artists who 'shall from

the beginning of the work and throughout every stage of it be the master of the means and the

methods of accomplishing the object' (see page viii).

As shot by shot and sequence by sequence are accompUshed the cutter has cut and joined

them in specified lengths, to create a sense of rhythm so that the visuals flow with a semblance

of unity and cohesion.

Then comes the job for the sound department, who post-synchronize the sounds other than

dialogue that have not already been recorded. If, for example, two people are in conversation

in a room when the roar of a turbulent crowd is heard outside the window, this roar of the

crowd is recorded separately and added later.

If the hero and the heroine are seated on a stile chatting about love, it is quite a common
thing to see one of the sound recorder's assistants shoot a pistol into the air to silence the birds

in the neighbourhood, but he afterwards adds farmyard sounds where and when he likes ; and

if over this whole love scene he wishes to play some music, he also adds that afterwards ; that

is to say, having recorded these three or four separate lots of film he passes them all through a

machine called a mixing console, modifying each as he requires, recording them in a unified

form upon one strip of film which is afterwards added to the picture.

When the fihn has reached this stage, it often ceases to have the same interest for those who
have worked on it up to that point, for it is looked at by censors, criticized by company

directors, advertised by the publicity department and eventually put into the cinemas with

changes here and alterations there, all done at the last moment in order to supply the public

with what the producer thinks they want, the producer's knowledge of what they want being

dependent on the box oiBce. This is the worst criterion of all. Human nature was never a very

sound judge; pubUc executions had to be stopped because of the gigantic crowds that collected

to see them!

This is briefly all that goes to the making of a film, and as you may have observed, quite

a lot of work falls upon the art director. As this book is to tell you 'how to do it', we shall start

the next chapter by explaining how the preUminary sketches are made and later explain in detail

how the different departments are supplied and how they in turn help to materialize the art

director's ideas.

Before we go on to the next chapter it would be a good idea to study the two charts on pages

16 and 17: the first one showing the generally accepted idea of departmental functions during
the planning and production of a film; the next showing the layout of a studio and the

disposition of the diSerent departments I have just mentioned.
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DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS

STUDIO MANAOEMfNT

rHODUCTION MANAGER

PRODUCTION PHASES

PRODUCING COMPANY

PRODUCER

OFFICES

TfUPHONt
GENERAL SERVICING

STENOCRAPHIC

MIMEOCRAPH

HESEAUCH

CENSORSHIP

-^CAMERA DEPT.

PRODUCTION MOR.

ART OEPT.

CONSTRUCTION £ RIGGERS
ELECTRICAL DEPT. £ SHOPS

SOUND DEPT.

SPECIAL EFFECTS

PROPERTY DEPT.

DRAPERIES

WARDRO&E
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ART PEPT.

REStAUCH - ARCHITECTURAL

DESIGN CONSULTANT

DRAFTING

SET MODELS

STILL OEPT.

REFiHENCE STILLS

RIGGERS
STORAGE STOCK SETS

CONSTRUCTION DEPT.

GENERAL SHOPS
PAINT £ 5ENIC OEPT.

STAFF DEPT.

ELECTjic an.
RIGGERS

PROPERTY DEPT.

WARDROftE

CAMERA EFFECTS DIPT.

BACKCILOUND PROJECTION

MATTES

MINIATURES

-*H SPECIAL EFFECTS DEPT.

ELECTmC OEPT.

RIGGERS
MAKE-UP DEPT.

PROPERTY DEPT.

WARDROBE

CAMERA DEPT.

RAW STOCK STORAGE
LOADING RECORDERECAMERA

SET CAMERA EOUIPMENT

STILL DtPT,

ADVERTISING STILLS

REFERENCE STILLS- SETSl RETAKES

STILL OALIERV — FASHIONS £ PORTRAITS

SOUND OEPT.

SET RECORDING fauiPMENT

SOUND



LAYOUT OF PINEWOOD STUDIO

A, D, E Sound-proof stages, each
floor area 18,315 sq ft

B& C Sound-proof stages, each
floor area 8,950 sq ft

1 Art Department

2 Film Vaults

3 Cutting-rooms

4.5,6, 10 Dressing-rooms

7 Research Library and
Administration

8 Administration

9 Make-up and Hairdressing

II Timber Store

12 Carpenters' Shop

13 Boiler House

14 Art Department, Stores and
Engineers' Shop

15 Wardrobe

16 Sound Department and
Theatres

17 Scenic Painting Studio

I8& 19 Crowd Dressing-rooms and
Administration

20 Stills Department and Crowd
Dressing-rooms

21 Paint and Plasterers' Shop

22 Power House and Battery

Room

23 Trick Department and
Studio

24 Scene Dock

25 Chief Administration Offices

26 Canteen and Restaurants

27 Garages

28 Casting Office

29 Time-Keeper's Gate

30 Part of Lot

17



Alexander Trauner's beautiful sketch for the famous set of the Boulevard du Temple in Les En/ants du Paiadis
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CONCEPTION AND DESIGN

There have been three main schools of set designers, and in England today there are adherents

to all of them.

First comes the American, or Spectacular school, derived from Italy before the first World

War, in which everything is sacrificed to splendour and showmanship and even simple cottage

interiors are decorated or dramatized so as to make the people who sit and watch in the picture

'palaces' forget the realities of life. As one writer put it, 'Excess has become the tradition of

the American film.'

Secondly, the German, or Imaginative school, the result of the first World War; this is

preoccupied with the psychological approach to the drama. It came into being following

Wein and Reiman's experiments in The Cabinet of Dr Caligari and had a revolutionary

effect on design, for although a poor film, it showed how the background and photography

could achieve greater power of suggestion through a quite unrealistic approach.

The third school, which is fairly young, is the Realist; although this originated with the

early westerns it was not recognized until later when it was adopted by the Russians for pro-

paganda films. It has been stimulated in England by the growth of documentary films during

the second World War; while in France, the only country where it is successful, it has been the

unconscious product of a natural appreciation of everyday things in the ordinary lives of

the people rather than a studied simplicity as in England.

The original art directors of the Imaginative school were mostly painters before they came

into films, while those of the Realistic school were mostly architects or students of sociology

who could not visualize what was not practical or visible.

The Spectacular school belongs to the 'old school' of pageantry whose votaries can be found

in all countries of the world where tradition has impressed the belief that the display of wealth

makes 'the people' feel happier.

All these schools have qualities worth studying. But it is better to be outside their influence

and make your personal style subservient to the emotional content of the film. The Grapes of

Wrath would not have been improved by a more imaginative approach. La Passion de Jeanne

D'Arc would have been hopeless treated by a realist.

My old friend Klause Richter, one of Germany's veteran designers, who was also a fine

portrait painter, when asked to do a series of designs for a film would sometimes make any-

thing up to ten or twelve sketches for a single scene, showing all sorts of fantastic angles on the

same set; very often these included some beautifully drawn close-ups of the characters showing

their expression at vital moments during the action. Although a script in his time might only

call for ten scenes, Richter would produce anything up to fifty drawings. These drawings, on

papers of all colours and sizes, would not be confined within the camera frame, but would vary

with the 'mood' he was trying to create for the director before he got down to designing the

actual sets.

Ferdinand Bellan, who until recently made most of the pictorial sketches for Andrijew, the

Russian designer who has been associated with so many historical films in England and on the

Continent, always approaches his work as a painter—using a most wonderful technique to

19



Dramatic doorways by Menzel and RafFet.

In these designs we see how simple backgroimds

can be made to come to Hfe

by the perfect grouping of the figures

achieve richness of tone by the simple use of conte or

fusain comorime. His swishes of black give a richness

of tone that is particularly useful when suggesting the

atmosphere of an historical background.

The introduction of delightfully drawn figures has

the great advantage of making the designs more con-

vincing. In studying Bellan's work for Andrijew one

soon becomes aware that without these exquisitely

drawn figures the drawings would lose immensely.

Many in England who have been influenced by Bel-

lan's style would seem not to have recognized this.

A knowledge of figure drawing is a great asset for

an art director, for it is ultimately the actor who gives

the drama life, and true balance to the composition.

Sketches without figures cannot really act as guides to

a dramatic climax. Laurence Irving was one of the first

in England to recognize this, but then he was well

known as a book illustrator long before he designed

sets for Douglas Fairbanks, Snr. I think set designers

can learn most from the book illustrators, men like

Chodowiecki, Adolph Menzel, Denis Raffet, Gustave

Dore, Daniel Vierge, and Rockwell Kent. These

artists knew all the secrets; the correct relationship

between background and figure; the importance of

the eyes and the source of light in setting the emotional

key; how important it was to lose the necessary but

irrelevant furnishings in shadow; the relative values of

the vignette and the frame; and the build-up from

picture to picture.

The illustrator's approach to the film script is one

that is rapidly developing in America, so that while a

designer makes drawings for the key sets and situa-

tions, the rest are often developed by a sketch artist

who makes what are called 'continuity sketches' that

illustrate nearly every camera set-up throughout the

film. On a film like Our Town we are told that

altogether no less than 1,200 sketches were made.

Later on, when there is a greater appreciation of the

film as a new medium, divorced entirely from the

traditions of the theatre, set sketches will die out and

be superseded by properly lighted models around

which the miniature viewfinder can move—and the

designer will concentrate on creating mood by illus-

trating the script.

20



Klaus

Richter's

original

pen-and-ink

wash

drawing for

the student's

room:

The Student

of Prague

(1913)

One of

Lazare

Meerson's

designs for

Fire over

England

(London

Films, 1937)

Captain Blood

(Sound City

Films 1935):

three designs

by Lawrence

Irving,

showing

a book-

illustrator's

approach to

designing
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Opposite: Mr Penin and Mr Traill: sitting-room in

Mrs Perrin's cottage and some of Tom Morahan's

brilliant sketches for the final sequences. These are not

set designs but the designer's idea for the composition

of each camera set-up in a big emotional sequence. In

the new method of film production known as the 'in-

dependent frame' the whole script is prepared like this

Right : Examples of the American sketch artists' work

Below: London Belongs to Me (Individual Pictures):

a South London back street: sketch by H. R. Oxley

23
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It is this quality of camera movement that makes designing

for the films so very different from designing for the theatre.

In the theatre everything is visualized from one set angle and

nothing in detail. The finest artists in the theatre are the im-

pressionists; theatrical properties that get across the footlights

as 'magnificent', when viewed at close quarters seem coarse and

unconvincing.

The camera in its travels across a set requires a background

that only rivets interest at certain points. These points should

stand up to detailed investigation by the camera in close-ups,

where the composition of details is just as important as in

general view or long shots.

It is mobility of the camera in and around, even through,

objects and the ability to view a thing from a great distance

and then to pry into its innermost recesses that gives to the

spectator that magic feeling of being in an invisible cloak, so

that he can follow the characters around to one thing and, while

listening, he can inquire into some other relevant object in the

greatest of detail.

Films as we know them today can be divided into a number

of categories. Paul Rotha has done this very ably in his book

The Film Till Now. The categories are roughly:
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ADVENTURE & MELODRAMA

Westerns

Crime and Gangster

Adventure in Distant

Lands

War Films

COMEDY Slapstick

Comedy of Manners

Satire

ROMANCE Modern

Costume

Musical

FANTASY Folk-tales and Sagas

Prophecy

Macabre

DRAMA Personal Stories

Sociological

HISTORICAL AND CHRONICLE FILMS,

EPIC, DOCUMENTARY, AVANT-GARDE

& TRICK FILMS

Whether you design backgrounds

for historical films, films about social

development, comedies, or any of the

other types listed above, in every case

the characters who act against your

background can be good or evil, and

the art of designing a set or back-

ground is to help the director to

explain to the audience what kind of

good or evil character it is that lives

in these surroundings.

Opposite and right: illustrations by Gustave

Dore that might well have been designed for

moving pictures, and have in fact inspired

many makers of romantic films

Your design should always be the background

to an emotion; I think it was Griffith who pointed

out that movies were made emotion by emotion,

not picture by picture. It is the mental state of the

characters that interests the audience, and your

background can help this.

Remember that the most important thing about

the composition of a set is the source of light; with-

out light the surroundings would be invisible. It is

how the light arrives that is so important to the

emotional content of the scene. It may come in hot

beams through the shuttered windows; it may come

as a soft glow from a dying fire, a streak from a

lantern ; it may be dull and forlorn through distant

bars or burning hot in a courtyard; reflected on to

a ceiling from the rippling water outside or dancing

on the wall from flames in a fire. The various kinds

of light are unending as the expressions of the

emotions in the eye, and it should be the main

interest of the designer to collect evidence of this

for the future.
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Do not attempt to be too versatile; so many films fall off because the designers have at-

tempted scenes about which they know nothing at all. But I would mention Richard Day, who

designed the stinking, beetle-ridden staircase in the tenement house for Dead End and that most

beautiful 'Nymph Ballet' sequence with a white horse sculptured against a blue sky in Goldwyn

Follies. I know of no other artist who can be so convincing in such different spheres.

One of the things against being an art director under contract to one film company is that

one is expected to make designs for everything it does; for its oriental film, its slapstick

comedies, its great artistic eflFort, etc, a feat not even expected from a book illustrator. In this

respect the Ufa studios, before the Nazi regime, showed great understanding and appreciation

of different artists' powers and kept nine or ten really good men on retaining fees, only using

them now and then when the type of film in which they would excel came to be produced. I

therefore suggest that, although an artist can satisfy most producers with a good design to suit

any subject, it is a sound idea to establish yourself as a specialist on certain subjects. One day

even the producing companies will appreciate that ^oo^ artists do not work like slot machines.

To go over some of the main points again: the reason for making a pictorial sketch of the

set is chiefly to supply a key to the dramatic tempo of the picture. It is to help the director to

compare the mood of one scene with another and arrange the composition of figures so that

Close-ups by Menzel—not accidental arrangements but the careful planning of a great artist
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Historical atmosphere by Laplante—compositions made up in each case of

figures and a relevant detail (the back of a ship and a market cross)

the transition from one set-up to another is harmonious. It is also to help the actors under-

stand the ideas of the director and to help the cameraman maintain the tone values required to

emphasize the emotional background and save him from experimenting with original camera

angles.

In conveying the atmosphere to your audience through the medium of your drawing beware

of your style lest it only succeeds as a drawing and, like the 'literary style' of a bad script writer,

never comes through to the film.

Of course without the co-operation of the cameraman the most perfectly thought-out set can

be rendered insipid or grotesque by bad lighting, and as so many cameramen have never studied

art and know little or nothing of sciagraphy and the subtler emotions of light and shade, the

filmgoer more often than not is deprived of seeing what was originally designed.

Today sets are built to satisfy the whims of realists. They are lit with the 'loud pedal

down' the whole time; the picture frame is filled with irrelevant inatter, and again the

audience is robbed of the joy of using its imagination. It is strange how even some of our

best cameramen cannot understand simplicity in composition—to them simplicity is just

emptiness ; a bareness which has to be filled up with phoney shadows or a piece of furniture

or a foreground tree.

Men like Tisse, Krampf, and Toland are too few, but there are cameramen of the younger

generation like Jack Cardiff, Guy Green and Geoffrey Unsworth who promise well for the

future of films in England.
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Fcinic/iic: sketch by Serge Pimenoff for the courtyard of a house in Paris

Lc's Pones cle la Niiir: a sketch bv Alexander Trauner



The work of French designers

:

from top to bottom:

Feu Mathias Pascal ( 1 926) : set designed by

Alberto Cavalcanti

La Kermesse Heroique (fst 1936): one of

Meerson's designs. Meerson was very keen on

'detail' and put most of his work into his sets

while they were being built; he used plasterwork

very lavishly

En Rade (1928): set designed by Eric Aes for

Cavalcanti. French films owe much to

Cavalcanti's influence

Le Silence est d'Or: decor by Leon Barsacq for

Rene Clair's production

Torrents: design by Robert Gys for the entrance

to a palace in southern Algeria



Faust: (ufa 1926) Four designs by Herth and Roerig—the lighting followed the tonal values in the sketches

Below: The Beggar's Opera: unfinished design by Oscar Wemdorff of Vienna. Note how the eye is helped to travel

from the figure in the cart to the distant figure at the window by introducing a beautifully thought out shadow

I
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PLANNING AND EXECUTION

Having made a design, the next thing is to see that it is carried out. The test of a good art

director lies in his ability to turn his two-dimensional sketch into a three-dimensional set with-

out losing any of its quality in the process.

One of the definitions of an artist in the Oxford Dictionary is that he should be a practical

man, opposite to a theorist; many can visualize something in their mind's eye, but it requires

real artistry to make it manifest to an audience.

In films there are so many people to assist you in carrying out your ideas that unless you

have a very clear conception of how it should be done the idea will be lost during the process of

translation into actuality. In making your ideas manifest you have to guard, too, against

over-elaboration, lest you rob the spectator of the joy of using his own imagination to com-

plete the picture. George Pearson used to say to me, 'you should select and arrange your visual

components in such a way that imagination is aroused in the onlooker, and emotion will then

follow in his heart spontaneously. To the visuals that he (the onlooker) sees, he instantaneously

imagines others unseen, and through his mind with lightning speed there flashes a complete

sequence and the gaps purposely left by the artist are filled.'

In those happy, hardworking, adventurous days before the advent of talkies when I was art

director for George Pearson's company there was little time for elaborations; for I, like my
contemporaries, worked without assistants, made my sketches, sometimes a model to explain

camera movements, plans, elevations, and details, went in search of props and furnishings,

dressed the set and checked the invoices and cost sheets. The normal day was from about

8.30 am to 8 or 10 pm.

On my first production I had to design, build, and dress thirty-two sets in thirty-five days.

One of these sets was the interior of an opera house during the performance of Carmen. It

included a full-size stage, proscenium, and half an auditorium with three tiers of boxes.

In those days it was exciting working for the good companies, but there were others that

exploited us terribly. Nowadays everything has changed ; the films and the studios are bigger,
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Two designs for Die Nibeliingcn ( Decla 1 923)

Bottom: Metropolis (ufa 1926). Designs in pen and

wash by Hunthe. Fritz Lang, who directed both films,

was himself an art director and influenced the designs.

Wemdorff also worked on Metropolis
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too, while responsibilities have been divided in order to

try to get greater technical perfection in each depart-

ment.

In order that you shall have an idea of the com-

position of a modern Art Department in a large studio

I give you here a list of the personnel, together with

notes on some of their qualifications and their

responsibilities.

All the personnel of any art department are classed

as technicians and belong to a technicians' union.*

We will start at the bottom of the ladder and work up.

First come the office boys, who fetch and carry

materials and run errands between drawing staff,

craftsmen and production offices; they fetch or make

tea and, if they are bright, learn to make drawings in

their spare time. Next come the junior draughtsmen.

(They are best recruited from architectural schools or

art schools where technique is taught before aesthetics.)

They should be adept at making good measured draw-

ings from buildings, they should be good letterers, and

should be good at full-sizing from photographs. They

should be capable of making rough cardboard or

plasticine models of sets. After a couple of years they

should be capable of undertaking jobs as draughtsmen

with responsibility for methods of construction. While

in the capacity of second draughtsman one has no

responsibilities except to the chief draughtsman, under

whose directions one makes measured drawings. Most

of one's spare time can be spent advantageously in

practising free-hand sketching.

A senior or first draughtsman should be an ex-

perienced man, capable of undertaking every branch

of draughtsmanship, from mechanical drawings to pro-

jecting perspectives from plans and elevations and

projecting plans froin perspective drawings (a re-

quirement peculiar to film studios). He should have

some knowledge of period architecture and interior

decoration. He should have a thorough knowledge of

the theory of construction. The praf//Va/ knowledge of

construction methods and the applied arts should

make him more valuable as an assistant.

* The Association of Cine Technicians, 2 Soho Square,

London, Wl.



His chief responsibility is to see that careful, clear,

practical and economical drawings are made for the

construction staff.

An assistant art director should have all the quali-

fications of the first draughtsman plus the ability to

take over a small production and make all the neces-

sary designs for the sets in a film. He should be able to

estimate the costs of sets and take the responsibility

for the allocation of labour and overtime and the

making of production schedules in collaboration with

the production manager. He should know the trade

union rules and rates of pay affecting all those crafts-

men he deals with and should be up to date in his know-

ledge of the prices of the materials he is using. He
should, after consultation with the art director, make

the specifications that accompany the plans or draw-

ings to each department. He should have knowledge

of the working of the Hall, Schufftan, Dunning, Earl

and Split Matt processes and the building of false

perspectives. He should have a certain knowledge

of applied chemistry and pyrotechnics.

His chief responsibilities are to see that the depart-

ment runs smoothly and work does not overlap, and

to see that the different shops receive their drawings and

information in correct rotation and in time for them to be

carried outproperly and to schedule. He is the designer's

deputy.

The designer, also known as production designer or

art director, should have the same knowledge as his

assistants, i.e. assistant art director, scenic artist, and

the outside buyer, but he should primarily be con-

cerned with the designing of the sets and set-ups and

with seeing that the right atmosphere or emotion is

achieved through the backgrounds and dressings to

help the writer with the composition of the script and

the director with his interpretation of the script. He

should be capable of estimating the cost in wages and

materials of any work for which his department is

responsible and should have a sound knowledge of the

financial side of film making. He should have a

thorough knowledge of colour values in photography,

also of lighting technique. His knowledge of trick-

work is one of his greatest technical assets. Engineering

ability is a great asset, too, though not so essential.

Stage Coach: Art direction by Tolvboff

Foreign Correspondent : the melodramatic mill interior

designed by Alexander Golitzen

Queen Christina (mgm, 1933): a beautifully balanced

set design by Cedric Gibbons
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I think he should supervise the dressing of his own sets. Most art directors' training has at

times included the study of acoustics, the history of costume, and the development of social

history.

He is responsible to the director for sustaining the emotion of the picture in the background or

surroundings and to the producer for the cost of his set and of his department.

A set dresser should have had an art school training, should have a thorough knowledge of

history and art, and should be recruited from the ranks of the sketch artists. He should

collaborate with the art director in designing those sets that are reproductions rather than

inventions. Under his guidance the property men work to reproduce the atmosphere of the

drawing in harmony with the requirements of the action.

He is responsible for all properties actually used on the set andfor the rearrangement of dres-

sings to suit each camera set-up.

The sketch artist should be an illustrator with a very thorough knowledge of architecture,

perspective, sciagraphy, and figure drawing. It is his job to supply an accurate picture of any

set-up in the film, and this he does by making projections from the plans, bearing in mind the

lens factor for each shot.

"^^^^^

Bad Lord Byron: design by Maurice Carter: interior of the ballroom at Melbourne House, London 1812
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Schoolfor Danger: a backing seen through the window of a room supposed to be in France. A beautiful example

of the scene-painter's art (see page 93): Edward Delany was the scenic artist. Art director: Edward Carrick

The scenic artist is attached to the art department, but does not work in it. His principal

occupation should be the painting of realistic or abstract backgrounds and foregrounds in

monochrome or in colours in order to add depth and beauty to a set. He must have knowledge

of historical ornament and decoration. He should be an expert in linear, tonal and dimensional

perspective and particularly of sciagraphy. He should be adept at all kinds of stencil work and

an expert in the use of colours in all mediums.

He is responsible to the art director for all realistic or imaginative pictorial work required to

decorate or create illusionary effects in the set and its surroundings.

The outside buyer works as an independent assistant to the art director. He should be con-

versant with contemporary styles in interior decoration and furnishing, and he should study

the changes in fashion. He should be perfect in his knowledge of all styles of historical back-

grounds. The outside buyer well versed in modes and manners, customs and trades of the many

different classes in the different countries of the world is, of course, the best man. He should

have an accurate knowledge of the value of the objects in which he deals and of the source of

most raw materials and manufactured goods.
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He is responsible to the art director for procuring all the accessories required for dressing

the sets of backgrounds or for finding materials from which these accessories can be

made.

And last of all there are the other departments associated with the art department, such as

the research department, which supplies on request all data on the various aspects of history,

custom, decoration, etc; and the department of decorative design, responsible for designing

such things as patterned materials, carpets, stained glass windows, heraldic shields, etc. A
glance at the chart on page 36 will help you to place all these workers in their proper relation,

one to another.

Now that I have given you a picture of the art department, I think that the most practical

way to help the young designer would be to tell as briefly as possible how I personally set about

the job of art directing and, in passing, to say if my methods differ greatly from others that I

know.

First comes the preparatory work on the script. Though this is not usual, it helps to make the

film run smoothly later on, for at this stage the designer can often suggest a more effective

way of treating a background or an effect without using so much money. Being more familiar

with the mechanics of production, he can often suggest where ingenuity can replace an ex-

pensive actuality. Over a period production he can draw on his knowledge of history to illus-

trate and thus develop the ideas of the scenarist.

More often, however, the designer knows nothing about the script until it arrives. Then it

may be one of two kinds:

(a) describing scenes simply, such as 'Condemned cell, Maidstone Gaol',

or

(b) 'A cell in Maidstone Prison. This should be very accurate in its details. The whole place

should have an air of impending doom, and the walls would seem to be pressing in upon

the prisoner. There should be no furnishings whatsoever except for a bed and one chair,

which should look as though they had seen the timeless anguish of innumerable victims.

Note to art director—contact detective-inspector—regarding this set.'

The first is straightforward and easy to read, as it is generally written by somebody who

knows something about films. The second type, of which I have read many in the last few years,

generally shows that the writer wants to impress you as a writer and he does not care very much

about what happens once he has delivered the script. Always be very wary with these 'literary'

scripts. See the director about it at once and ascertain from him exactly what he thinks walls

look like when they "seem to press in' upon a prisoner and yet have to look authentic. This

saves a lot of trouble later on, when odd people come to criticize the set and say they do not

think the 'atmosphere' is quite right.

Scripts refer to camera set-ups as long-shots, mid-shots, close-ups, etc, but seldom refer

to the lens that will be used to achieve these effects. Now the lens makes such a difference to the

figures in relation to the set and to the perspective of the set itself that it is wise to find out as

much as possible as to what types of lenses will be used for these diff'erent purposes, anyway

for the principal scenes, so that you can design with that particular lens in mind.

I give you overleaf a few diagrams to show you what happens with the diff'erent lenses.

It is always worth querying positions of doors and windows, too. For instance, a man may be
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in his study and leave it by a door on the left to enter the hall: for the sake of the audience,

remember when you design the hall to put the door from the study on the right.

In a great many cases, studio space and actors" contracts permitting, a series of sets that

would normally be together (such as hall, staircase, dining-room, living-room) are all built

together so that the camera can move in and out with greater freedom; but if an important

actor has a lot to do in the dining-room and nothing in the hall, where only a servant is seen

later, the dining-room sequence is got over first and the hall left to fit in at some odd interval

later on. For the sake of continuity one should always be on the look-out for these jumps.

But continuity of action requires that a figure leaving one locale to go to another shall always

proceed in the same direction unless a reason for the change in direction is shown. After con-

sultation with the director mark your script with arrows pointing -^ or -> to signify whether

the action is from left to right or vice versa.

I try to memorize the action and characters in the film and then proceed to make or get my
assistant to make a "breakdown' of the film. A breakdown is made by cutting up a copy of the

script and pasting together all references to the same scene wherever they appear, underlining

any references to practicals, such as doors, windows, chairs, or action on the part of the

characters, that require the purchase of special props. This breakdown then acts as an index, so

that later you can look up any set and see that you have made provision for all requirements

before adding the bits and pieces from your own imagination.

As soon as I have got the 'feeling' of the film I put the script away and then take some time

oflFand browse in among the bookshops and buy myself some books on subjects that I think will

give me further insight into characters and surroundings similar to those in the film. Sometimes,

too, I spend a day or so wandering round furniture shops or junk stalls with the set dresser

and the outside buyer, looking for things that I feel the characters in the film would like to live

with. I feel that the more time spent feeling one's way for the correct atmosphere before one

starts one's first sketches, the more likely one is to hit the mark the first time.

When I start sketching I work out the climaxes, first with little thumbnail sketches about

3 in by 2 in which 1 develop later into rough plans | in to a foot in scale. As one cannot always

visualize measurements exactly, I have painted a 2 in band round the ceiling of my work-room;

this is divided into 1 ft sections in alternating colours, and the footage nicely numbered. I

also have a similar strip running from the ceiling down the wall beside the door. This is

tremendously helpful in deciding such things as whether an alcove or a door shall be, say,

6 ft high or 8 ft 6 in. When I start developing the plan I take some feature around which the

main action happens, which is generally found to be a piece of furniture such as a bed,

desk, fire, or window and build my set round that. Very often one finds that action or dialogue

are timed to happen between two given points. Here it is necessary to take care to arrange on

your plan that the distance is correct. Say the lines over to yourself with the correct pauses

while walking over a given area and then measure the area and you will know what to allow for.

For the sake of continuity the camera sometimes follows some characters for a very long period

without a cut. Such scenes require very careful planning. Erno Metzner, the art director of

Kameradshaft, was particularly good at inventing ways and means to facilitate such tracks, and

a note by him on the subject is well worth reading. He says: 'Once I built a whole Komplex *

consisting of a house with a street, house entrance, hall and staircase with several storeys and

* A series of sets built together for continuity.
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This diagram is to give an idea of what

happens to the perspective when the

cameraman changes from one lens to

another. He can for example jump from

'2' to '4' without moving his camera,

while a set seen through a 75 mm lens

does not look so spacious as when

viewed through a 24 mm lens
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a suite of apartments. For the lighting of such buildings,

through which the camera moves continually, a great

number of lamps is necessary, and as they must burn

simultaneously an enormous quantity of current is

used up.

' For economy, therefore, a street was built outside the

studio in the open air. The street had a length of about

120 metres, was asphalted, and consisted of two rows of

houses of four storeys each, and ended in a crossroad,

the houses of which limited the view. The camera stood

on a car in front of the entrance to a house. From the

whirling traffic of motor cars, carriages, and passers-by

came the figure of the principal actor walking towards

the camera. As he approached the camera it began to

drive into the entrance hall, keeping the actor continually

in the picture. He had now entered the house and was hurrying along the hall. The house,

supposed to be a Berlin tenement, ended in a courtyard. The camera drove into the courtyard

in the middle of which a lift— 16 metres high—had been erected. The lift had been built at a

distance of 6 metres from the staircase, where the actor had to walk up to the fourth floor.

The camera, which had rolled across the courtyard, drove on to the platform of the lift, which

began to ascend by means of an electric derrick. By means of this the camera rose outside the

staircase and caught the actor on each floor—through the windows. The camera having arrived

in front of the window of the fourth floor, the actor is seen through it standing before a door.

While he is unlocking it, the lift, complete with car, camera, cameraman and staff", is pushed to

A modem crane as used at Ealing studios

A similar crane passing over the benches in the law-court scene Accused (Criterion)
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Accused: Set design by Edward Carrick. Compare with the small sketch opposite, which, ahhough well dressed

with properties, noticeably lacks a figure which would immediately bring it to life. Film sets are only back-

grounds to moving figures

the staircase. When the actor steps through the opened door, the camera follows him into the

flat on the fourth floor, through several rooms and at last to an open balcony, where the actor

stands and looks at a window of the house opposite.

'But the most puzzling problem was perhaps another one. also set up by Mr Pabst. The set

was of a mine. It was shut in on its four sides and also at the top, which is very rare with sets.

In this enclosure water stood 1-5 metres deep. The floor of the set was made uneven so that

the actors who had to wade through the water could proceed only with caution, feeling their

way step by step. Mr Pabst wanted to track before the actors. That was a diflicult problem.

For it was impossible to put a car into the water, not only because the ground was uneven

but also because the surface of the water had been covered with coal-dust, peat, etc., and in

that the trace of the camera would have been visible. Nor could one suspend the camera, for

the set was closed at the top. Therefore I had a beam built, which stood out horizontally with-

out support for 16 metres and which was stuck into the narrow side of the decor through a low

entrance. On one end of it beside the camera sat Mr Pabst and Mr Wagner, the cameraman.
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Jump for Glory (Criterion): set designs by Edward

Carrick and two shots from the film. The tapestry above

the stairs is a photograph (the original was valued at

£3,000). The heroine's bed was made up in the plaster

shop in twenty-four hours

iTCW
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Midshipman Easy: the scaffolding, built in order

to get above the trees on the lot so that open sky

surrounded the ship, and a scene on the deck.

Opposite : the original sketch for the ship and the

ground plan of the dockside scene on page 43

Fire Over England: one of Meerson's giant ships.

As they were built on the ground they had to

be filmed at night.
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Lorna Doom: four of the thirty-six drawings made by Edward Carrick as

preliminaries to help the script writers with matters of historical background.

In the farmyard scene the barn in the background is just a thatch, doors and

thin sheets of stone laid on one of the studio buildings

Left : the bread was specially baked to shape, and bunches of rosemary were

procured to stir the mulled ale during the feast



Cirr~^ 1- Z J •'•'" While the scene was being taken the beam was drawn

back, and the camera and director and cameraman were

suspended in the air—supported by the beam, which

had its own support 16 metres away!'

W f '*^?i«'%'t^i^ That was in Kameradschaft and what a scene it was! It

is worth noting that Metzner designed and built his own

cranes and trucks and was not a slave to other people's

studio equipment.

But let us return to the plan. In films the plan need

not necessarily be architecturally symmetrical, because the camera seldom looks at a set from

a bird's-eye view, and does not reveal, unless it sets out to do so, whether a set is a square

or a pentagon. If you ever saw The Student of Prague, in which Conrad Veidt performed so

superbly, you will recall that in the last scene he returns to his old study, and the camera

picks him up entering the doorway and seems to follow him round the room until he gets

to the table opposite the door, where he finds his old pistol, with which he shoots his

reflection in the mirror. This room gave the impression of being square, but it was actually

built as half an octagon in order to allow greater facility for panning and lighting. See page 21.

As there are no commercial stereoscopic films in England at the moment, one tries to create

an impression of the third dimension by arranging one's design so that there is always some

piece of set in the foreground to lend depth to the background.

John Bryan's designs often emphasize the ceilings quite unnaturally to lend perspective to a

set. In order to reproduce such designs, the back of the set is made out of scale with the front

and often diminishes very rapidly. This method, which belongs to the German school, can be

surprisingly effective, though it has a tendency to become theatrical if overdone, for false

perspective must necessarily be worked out to static viewpoints.

In thinking out a plan for a scene that takes place in an old building I enjoy trying to imagine

that the room I am trying to reconstruct had some history behind it; that it was probably built

in one shape and changed at different times by its different owners for one purpose or another.

For example, a Soho cafe, once a print shop and before that a barber's shop, and, back in the

eighteenth century, the home of an actor!

Having made the little sketch plan and having arranged it so that the director has more than

one way of working out his action within its limits, I then make a couple of sketches, very rough

ones, probably in pen and wash, to give an idea of what the set will look like, and take these,

together with a number of bird's-eye views, to the director and discuss with him any alterations

he feels he would like to make for action. These bird's-eye views include furniture and dressing

and, I find, help directors immensely, because so many of them cannot understand plans easily

and cannot visualize the things that are not in the drawing, such as the fourth wall, whereas the

bird's-eye view gives them the whole thing. Directors also like to keep these views to help them

to plan their action, so it is quite a good idea to draw them on a page the size of the script so

that they can be stuck in as illustrations.

Following this preliminary discussion it is then possible to go ahead with two things at once,

the finished sketches and the estimate of costs. I cannot tell you here how to cost sets, because

to do so I should have to go into financial details affecting the different studios in this country.

But since 1927, when I first entered films, I have kept a note of the actual cost of labour,
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1780 18901

Four delightful sketches by Gillingwater, the R.K.O. sketch artist showing the development

materials, and hire charges on every set I have ever built and by comparison I can get a very

good idea of the rise and fall in prices as time goes by. In estimating the cost of a set one has to

bear in mind all the following factors: first, the hourly rate of pay of all the craftsmen, car-

penters, stage hands, labourers, riggers, plasterers, plasterers' modellers, painters, painters'

labourers, property men, electricians, drapes and upholsterers. Their wages differ from about

2s 8(/to 4s lOJper hour. On top of that, charge hands in each department get from 3^ to 6d

extra per hour and scenic artists are approximately 10.v per hour.

Night Work : Men work 1 1 hours and get paid for 16 hours. The additional cost of labour on

nights as compared with days is about 45 per cent.

Materials: These differ on every production according to the type of background and one can

only keep abreast of the times and changes by keeping in touch with the various industries that

supply the materials. In Appendix B I give lists of some of these to help beginners.

On a normal first-class production the consumption of new timber would be in the neigh-

bourhood of 45 to 50 standards and about 10 to 15 standards of salvage timber from previous

productions (a standard of timber being 165 cubic feet). The cost of salvage timber comes out

at about 50 per cent, of new.

Jericho (Capitol): a bird's-eye view of a plan for a

French military tribunal scene. The original measured

5 ^ 6 in
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of a building over the period 1780-1939. The art director was L. P. Williams

To-day the ratio of labour costs to materials is about 3 to 1.

Apart from the cost of building and decorating the set there is the cost of putting up the

scaffolds and cradles from which it is lighted, known as spotting; the effects, like rain, wind and

snow, etc; the cost of taking down the set, known as striking: and the hire offurniture and the

making and purchase of special properties. Furniture is hired to the film companies at 2^ to

7^ per cent, of the value of the article for a period of fourteen days or under. Look at the

prices of choice pieces in an antique dealer's shop and you will know how to account for from

£4,000 to £8,000 on every production.

The following are the average costs on a first-class production based on the average from

three different studios:

£

Set construction (labour and materials) 25,500

Properties hired 5,200

Properties purchased 2,500

Set dressing (labour) 1.300

Livestock hired or purchased 1,000

Striking and salvaging timber 2,100

Spotting 1,500

In addition to this there is all the 'standby' labour, consisting of the carpenters, painters,

plasterers, property men, electricians, etc, who are at hand to service the production on the

floor. They cost something like another £5,000.

It is well to get to know the prices early in your career, because it is very disheartening

to design what you think is a rather nice set and then to have to alter it because someone

finds out that it is going to be too expensive.

When I make my finished drawings I generally start with the figures at some important

moment in the action of the film. The sketch may be just a head beside a window, or a hand

on a table, but it is sometimes worth drawing because it can help the director or the actor

or the photographer unify their ideas, and that can mean a lot in the making of a film. I
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Mr and Mrs Smith (r.k.o.) Art director, L. P. Williams for Alfred Hitchcock. Here we see a magnificent

example of the slick work of the American sketch artist who works up this finished drawing from the

art director's rough. The background is by Allen Abbott and the figures by John Gillingwater

sometimes work with Conte 3B or Faber's Negro lead upon large sheets of butter-paper,

because it provides a lovely smooth biting surface for the conte and when sprayed with

fixative has a somewhat transparent effect similar to that upon the screen. At other times I

prefer small pieces of eighteenth century hand-made paper, a nice steel nib, some sepia or

indigo ink, and a wash of colour. I have no special 'style', but use any medium that helps

me to express an idea—I think, however, that directors like drawings to be uniform in style

and size. I think also that they like them big although I prefer to work small.

Screen proportions which many artists work to are roughly 18 x 24 in, but I think it is much

better to make pictures of the set as it will actually be built, supplying a mount cut to screen

proportions, which the director can then hold here and there or move over the sketch, thus

getting a better sense of movement; thus a crane shot starting on a landing, travelling down a

stairway and across a hall might result in a composition this

shape

or a simple pan or track shot might be just

But for sets that do have an intricate camera movement within them such as track shots

following a character across a vestibule, up some stairs, past a column and so on, it is essential

that a model be made also, in order that complete understanding can be reached between

director, art director, and cameraman as to the working of the scene. The cameraman has

the job of lighting the set when it is finished and if he is not properly aware of any

recesses, overhanging features, or supports he cannot prepare his lights properly. If the

whole thing comes to him as a surprise after it is finished, many hours are spent in getting
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over difficulties. The sound depart-

ment is also very keen to know

about such scenes because that essen-

tial instrument the 'mike', which

picks up sounds, cannot easily travel

upstairs and under arches when

following the characters, and there-

fore a number of microphones

may have to be distributed over the

route. As in a relay race, one picks up

where the other leaves off. Unluckily

man soon learns to become a slave to

the machine, and sets that should be

low and covered are often made high

and open just to allow for the micro-

phone. A door that should be narrow

is widened to let a 'dolly' track

through it. When we grow more used

to our jobs in the films we may one

day make different machines that we

can master.

When you have finished the

sketches, it is quite a good idea to

mount them; it stops people putting

their hands all over the edges (and

on a set, sketches go through many

hands—directors', actors', friends',

relations', etc). Mounts are also

heavy, and force people to put the

pictures down when looking at them.

The famous set by Richard Day for Seventh Heaven (Fox

Films, 1937) showing in the foreground the 'lift' specially

designed to follow figures up and down stairs

A pencil drawing by Fred Pusey, when he assisted Vincent

Korda on Thief of Baghdad. The drawing was made this

shape to show what would be seen in a 'track shot' a bit at a

time
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Svengali (Warner Bros.): a hall designed by Anton F. Grot



The Amateur Gentleman: on this and the opposite page a

series of sketches made for the Criterion production starring

Douglas Fairbanks Jnr. The rough sketch above was made

to explain a difficult camera movement in the Newgate

Prison sequence. Art director Edward Carrick
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Left to right:

Great Expectations: designer John Bryan

Salute the Soldier

Night Beat: designer, Ferdinand Beilan

One of Andre Andrijew's designs for Anna Karenina
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Below: one of William Andrews' set designs

for The Girl who Stayed at Home,

a Herbert Wilcox production

Bottom : one of Cedric Dawe's very detailed sketches

for the Gainsborough production Easy Money

After the drawings are finished, the planning,

full-sizing, and detailing begin, though when you

have been working with a director and know his

ways, you can often get your number one

draughtsman on the planning from your ^ in

sketch-plan while you are still working on the

finished drawings. Planning is based on the

knowledge of a very few simple factors, such as

the standard 'flat' and rostrum sizes, acoustics,

camera angles, and a knowledge of stock. I

always make rough, scaled plans with the

measurements marked all over them and hand

these with a sketch to the chief draughtsman.

But some designers are so keen to preserve every

line in their drawing that they have the drawing

projected back; this is very useful when trying

to reproduce forced perspective, which some-

times looks effective, as for example in the

drawings by Andrijew and Bryan on the opposite

page, but has of course no relation to true per-

spective.

This process of projecting back from a sketch

is not described in any book on perspective,

so I give it here in Appendix A, page 1 14.
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This diagram is to help you to under-

stand the two most common movements

of the camera—tracking and panning.

Above, you see what the camera sees

with a 35 mm lens at six different

moments during the continuous move-

ment. In the plan we see how the camera

follows the figure
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Although i in to the foot is the normal scale used for drawing plans and elevations, it is well

to have a comprehensive plan at the smaller scale of ^ in to the foot prepared at the same time.

This is a handier scale for general discussions and also to hand on to those departments not

actually concerned in the construction of the set ; for instance, the outside buyer from the

property department likes to be able to tally the sizes of pieces of furniture and carpets with

his plan, especially when some of them have to be tight fits in corners. Also, more important

still, when the plan is finished one copy has to be pinned out on a ^ in scale drawing of the

studio floor, which should always be on the wall of the art department painted upon a sheet of

Cellotex so as to allow for easy pinning.

The studio measures, let us say, 120 ft x 60 ft and in this space for a certain day, or sequence

of days, shooting has to be arranged on three sets. The plans of these sets therefore have to be

pinned out on the studio plan in such a way that there is always sufficient space for lighting and

for the camera crew and sound crew to work in. You must not, for example, face a three-sided

set towards one of the studio walls so that the camera cannot get back to include these three

walls in the photograph. Allowance can, ofcourse, be made for certain portions of one set being

folded or removed after it has been photographed to make room for shooting the second set,

but it must be remembered that cameramen, actors, and sound men are not infallible tech-

nicians and therefore a set cannot be okayed and 'struck' (pulled down) until the 'rushes'

have been seen.

The rushes are the day's work recorded on film, which are sent to the laboratories every

night, and there developed and printed so as to be projected in the studio cinema next morning

in order that those concerned can see that their previous day's work is all right.

Sometimes a set has to be struck or folded before the scene is okayed, and in this event you

arrange for a 'pack strike', that is to say, whole lengths of wall (sometimes with the pictures

still left in position, or at any rate marked) are strengthened with battens (lengths of 3 in x 1 in

screwed along the top and bottom of the portion of wall in question), and are then moved

bodily and packed against the wall of the studio. A still photographer should have previously

made a record of the actual positions of all such things as pieces of furniture, ornaments and

other properties in order that the whole can be reassembled quickly if so desired.

The diagram on page 58 shows the arrangement of three sets on a studio floor; the dotted

lines mark the widest angle taken in by the camera and therefore the position the camera

crew will take up when farthest away from the set. Some art directors mark their camera

angles with a coloured pencil all over the plan showing the correct lens for each shot as

specified in the script together with all coverage for pan-shots or track-shots (see diagram

opposite).

All cameramen and directors differ, however, in their use of lenses for certain shots, but

roughly speaking lenses with the following depth of focus are used for the following purposes:

, , . , >for long shots (the 1 in can only be used statically)
24 mm or H m lens/

& v / j'/

35 mm or 2 in lens for medium shots

75 mm or 3 in lens for close-ups

In order to supply yourself with a camera angle for a 1 in lens, get yourself a sheet of

Perspex and proceed as follows

:
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The layout of three sets

on one stage as discussed

on page 57.

Draw a line AA, which should be 22 mm long (the width

of the frame in the camera). From the centre of this line

mark a point B 1 in below. (For a 2 in lens it is 2 in be-

low and so on.) Then draw two lines, the angles of sight,

from the point marked B touching the points marked AA
and you have your 1 in camera angle for plans. For eleva-

tions you work it out on the same principle, only the height

ofthe frame is 16 mm. Practise on a piece of tracing paper

before you ruin a sheet of Perspex.

PLI^M

Always be careful to use yotu" camera angle on eleva-

tions to see that you have so arranged that the cameraman

does not shoot over the set, by either making the back wall

higher or by providing a ' cutting piece ' in the foreground,

or a ceiling.

Many art directors find it useful to survey their set after it

is built with a 'view-finder', which is equivalent to looking
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through a camera at the set. This enables them to discover if any special parts of the set

that come within the camera's view reqmre additions or alterations. There are many kinds of

expensive view-finders to be bought, but I made mine up with an ordinary ^ reducing-glass

with some black adhesive tape stuck round the edge, leaving a frame 16x22 mm. I had a

silver pencil marked off at different spacings for 1 in, 2 in, and 3 in lens, and view the set by

placing the end of the pencil against my cheekbone and putting the reducing-glass to the

engraved lens number. (In order to discover where to mark your pencil, project your camera

angles as described on to a wall or flat about 15 ft distant and, having sighted your re-

ducing-glass against the pencil to correspond with them, mark it accordingly.)

The drawing of detailed working plans are generally on a scale of ^ in to the foot. Never

fill them up with any unnecessary information that can possibly go on a separate sheet or

specification. Although the drawing office supplies sectional elevations, extended elevations

are what the carpenters' shop likes to work from, and it is a custom for the chargehand to make
rough drawings from those that are supplied by the drawing office; these he hands to each

pair of carpenters to work upon according to their abihty to do fine or coarse work.

There is generally a plan and four to five elevations for each set. On the elevations certain

features are numbered and these numbers tally with detailed drawings or full-sizes which

often amount to ten or fifteen on each set.

A plan and elevation is sent round to every department for the purpose of reference or

record. The plan that is used on the studio floor to build from should be placed in an

envelope made of a sheet of ply covered with a strong piece of thick cellophane. This prevents

it from getting torn. A photographic copy, or even the original drawing for the set, should

be put into a frame and hung up near the set with a copy of the specification and the following

indications underneath it

:

Production title

Production number

Set number

(Note : every production has a number allocated to it by the accounts department so that

the men sending in their time sheets or charging up their materials can refer to it.)

Very few studios bother to display the set design on the floor, but I have found that all

craftsmen concerned in the building of the set take twice as much interest if they know your

artistic as well as technical requirements.

If a model has been made of the set—and in a properly run studio a model should be made

of every set scaled ^ in or ^ in to 1 ft (this is never used to take measurements from, but helps

to explain the plan)—this should also be displayed on the studio floor. Always remember

that the best type of craftsman is at heart an artist ; in fact he is an artist in his own craft,

and if treated as such the work he gives you will be of much better quality. In building for films

you build for effect and not for durability.

If the details in the elevations are not out of the ordinary (such things as simple skirting-

boards, chair rails, architraves, etc.) indications of them can be given on the elevation by just

quoting the number of the moulding to be used in each case.

Hanging on the art department wall should be a board on which are kept sample sections of

every moulding stocked by the carpenters' shop; each of these moiildings should bear a number,
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and these are the numbers referred to on the elevation. If a new moulding is to be cut, a full-

sized drawing of its section has to be made. In drawing mouldings for the films remember

that shallow curves do not show well under the many lights used to light the set; the deep

under-cut mouldings always look the best, as they cup the shadows and help to give relief.

Mouldings that twist and curve or sections that have to represent carvings or other forms of

decoration in rehef have to be drawn out in full size ; these drawings, accompanied either by a

little original sketch or by a photograph of a similar piece, are sent to the plasterers' shop, where

modellers work them up in clay to be cast in fibrous plaster.

Details of special door furniture that cannot be hired are modelled in clay and a mould is

made in plaster which is then sent to the foundry, where they are cast in brass or 'type' metal,

which, although brittle, is quite good enough for the films and very easy to work. Here also

are made all the metal details required in a set, such as rails, lamp brackets, etc, as well as the

mechanical contrivances for the camera and sound departments, such as tracks, small cranes,

etc.

If a foyer floor is supposed to represent inlaid marble, a special coloured drawing of this is

made also and sent to the paint shop. Hessian (grease extracted) is then stretched over the

whole floor siuface, and the painters paste a coarse brown paper upon it (allowing I in overlap

at the joints), shellac the whole surface when dry, and copy your pattern upon it, either in

colour or in monotone. Similar details are made for carpets, which can be painted in rich-

coloiu^ed aniline dyes on a cheap buff carpeting, felt, or canvas.

Such things as specially built furniture, mantelpieces, over-doors, and other pieces of similar

bulk are generally drawn full size or to a scale of 3 in to 1 ft. The mantelpiece and over-door

would be built in the carpenters' shop or in the plasterers' department, but the furnitiue

drawings would go first to the carpenters' shop, then either to the paint shop to be covered

with special wood-grained papers or to the 'drapes' rooms to be upholstered.

Drawings for models used in model-shots, which I shall tell about later, are generally drawn

1 in to 1 ft.

Drawings are not needed for a great number of pieces such as doors, windows and fire-

places if these pieces are already in stock, and a sensible art director builds up his stock with

very great care. It is wise not to make doors in outlandish sizes or mantelpieces of too promi-

nent a design, and then they will stand you in good stead for many films to come. As soon as

any built piece goes into stock a photograph should be made of it with a measuring stick beside

it, and a number placed on both original and photograph, which can always be referred to on

future drawings.

One of the reasons the Americans long ago gave up building elaborate perspective sets that

are favoured in England to-day was that they took twice as long to build and were useless as

stock because the same perspective angle seldom occurred again.

I always have hanging in my art department a big sheet of reminders as follows

:

EXTERIOR WALL SURFACE PAINTING

Flat Stone Textiu^ed

Brick Coloured

Uneven Plaster Blowing

Wood
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INTERIOR WALL SURFACE BACKINGS

Flat Patterned paper Painted

Plain paper Photographic

Panelled Drapery

Tapestry

Uneven Moulding WINDOWS
Plaster Practical

Brick or stone Glass—Gauze—Cellophane

Exterior Wall and sill

CEILING HEATING

Plaster Practical

Canvas Fires, Radiators

Felt

WATER EFFECTS

FLOOR SURFACE SMOKE EFFECTS

Flat Planks COBWEBS
Cobbles—bricks SOUND PROOFING

Uneven Stone—sand CURTAINS

Paper ILLUMINATIONS

Painted hessian OTHER PRACTICALS

Before sending out any plan or elevation I look at my sheet of reminders in order to see if I

have remembered to make notes on the plans or elevations with reference to all the details

tabulated, and then set about making the specifications that accompany each set of plans to

the departments. As specifications always differ I give you an example of one for an actual set

on page 64.

It is useful also to have handy references as to the sizes of camera and sound equipment

that will be used on the set in order to check if you have allowed enough room for it—one can

so easily build a door and forget that a camera on a 'dolly' has to pass through it.

The art department having finished the plans and elevations and the assistant art director

having written the specifications, it is then advisable to arrange that the chargehands from all

departments come at the same time to fetch them. The art director or his assistant can then

explain to them all the value the set has in relation to the production, i.e. whether great care

has to be taken over it or whether it can just be put up in a hurry; what the dramatic action is

that takes place within it and which pieces have to be made extra strong or rather more care-

fully for close-ups or rough usage. A friendly talk with all master craftsmen present saves a

tremendous amount of trouble later on and prevents that awful disease known as alibi-ing

from spreading beyond the directorial office. At this meeting the quaUty of materials to be used

is decided and once again agreement is reached on whether more stock can be incorporated.

So far I have tried to explain the art department procedure, starting with the original sketch,

through the process of planning down to the point when the plans are handed over to the

various crafts. After that, the work shifts from the drawing office to the floor or stage, where

one soon discovers if theory and practice agree.
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CAPTAIN BOYCOTT, 118 LP.

Int. Hugh's Living Room and Kitchen Set 18. Sequence: Day and Night

CONSTRUCTION SHEET

WALLS Construction. To be framed in timber with open slats to carry prefabricated

plaster sheets. The sheets to be treated with cement and sand, trowelled on with

uneven textured surface. The fireplace recess to have a stone finished surface

which has been trowelled over in parts with plaster. The fireplace elevation and

wall at opposite end of set to float on wheels.

Finish. Distempered white, and aged by blowing down. Where rubbing and

wear would appear on walls this to be reproduced by lightly waxing.

CEILING Construction. All beams to be formed by building up in wood to the approxi-

mate shapes as shown on drawing and plastered over and textured to simulate

old beams. The purlins and small rafters to be made from split rustic timber. The

whole covered with felt on the outside to represent peat covering. All beams to

be made to float independently. The purlins and rafters to float in convenient

sections.

Finish. The inside of the roof to be blown with a white distemper approxi-

mately 2 ft 6 in above the walls, then black from the ridge line gradated in tone

down to white portion.

WOODWORK All the woodwork to be burnt and wirebrushed, then treated with lime and wax-

polished where fingermarks would occur. The loft to be made with practical floor

using real elm boarding and supported by five 7 in x 5 in timber rafters. The

wooden screen to be finished on both sides with deal boards all burnt and wire-

brushed. The supporting posts to be built up in timber and coated with plaster

to represent aged timber.

FLOOR Cement and sand to be laid over mesh wire with undulating surface to represent

uneven earth floor. The floor in recess right of fireplace to ramp up to a height

of 7 in. The floor around fireplace recess to be carried out in cement and sand

modelled on job to represent old stone slabs.

BACKINGS The backing to windows to be made up in scenic canvas 30 ft long by 15 ft high

and to be painted to represent distant landscape to match up with view already

established on location.
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Captain Boycott (Individual Pictures) directed by Frank

Launder: Art Director, Edward Carrick. By comparing these

stills with the plan and elevations on pages 62, 63 you will see

why it was necessary to build such a large set. Bear in mind

that in moving pictures the actor travels from one place to

another and that he has to have a continuous background

to his movements
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COLOUR
Among the normal run of commercial colour films, I can only remember an odd sequence

here and there in which the pattern of moving colours seems to have been considered with a

view to arousing a sympathetic response from the audience: for example, the ballet sequences

in Goldwyn Follies and in The Red Shoes and then a few moments in Blood and Sand when the

black shadows and strong sunlight linked the otherwise disruptive colours in the bullfight scene

and gave them a sense of continuity.

The reason that more respect is not given to colour is chiefly due to the 'showmen' who

wield so much power in the film industry. As I pointed out in an earlier chapter, the film was

born in fair-ground surroundings and still suffers from the fair-ground influence. The normal

run of film-makers seem to be senseless to the infinite beauty of the various changes in the

spectrum, and the 'showmen" among them only bother about the colourful . . . red, green,

yellow, and blue . . . and—I almost forgot—gold.

Remind him that colour has an emotional value and that when cutting from one scene to

another in a sequence it has to be done with the same consummate care as would be taken with

instrumental parts in the orchestration of a piece of music, and you will be treated as slightly

One of the hundreds of sketches made by Hein Heckroth for the ballet sequences in The Red Shoes

(Michael Powell: A Production of The Archers). A story strip of the whole ballet sequence existed ///

colour before it was actually filmed on the floor.
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A scene from The Red Shoes ballet showing a combination of scenic design and costume by Hein Heckroth

and lighting by Jack CardifT. Colour by Technicolor.

mental. This is probably because so few film-makers have appreciated that the nature of the

moving picture requires that one should regard it not only as a composition in 'space' but also

as a composition in 'time'. This fact should not be overlooked by the newcomer.

But now a few words of caution and advice. I have pointed to a lot that is wrong with colour

films, all of which you will have noticed already if you are an artist. Now I must draw your

attention to a few colour films which have succeeded in avoiding some of the worst defects.

The makers of cartoon films, for example, generally succeed because they are forced to

appreciate the time factor in the design of a film; the nature of their work requiring that the

sound track be made first. Their contribution to film-making has therefore been one of the

redeeming features of the industry.



Perhaps one of the most interesting experiments in colour was Len Lye's abstract film

entitled Colour Box, made in 1935 for the G.P.O. It is the most useful subject for the be-

ginner to study because it is quite unaffected by any commercial outlook. Its simplicity can

act as a tonic to those who get confused by reading such things as Eisenstein's complicated

chapter on 'Colour and Meaning' in his book The Film Sense (Faber and Faber).

Then there is The Fox Hunt, the work of Laszlo Meitner and Anthony Gross, Walt Disney's

Pmocchio, and a few sequences in Fantasia. These are commercial films made with an eye to

world-wide distribution and are useful to the student because they show a commercial product

produced by craftsmen who were at all times masters of their medium. Pinocchio is a narrative

film designed from beginning to end, and although a bit 'sugary' the sugar is of the finest

quality. Fantasia is part narrative, part impressionist, and contains some fine moments of

abstract movement in colour with musical backgrounds by Bach and other great composers.

In The Fox Hunt the design is better and the colour scheme is much simpler, but the anima-

tion is poor.

Jack Cardiff's work in the World Wide series does not show the designer at work, but only

the cameraman and cutter, but by the most skilful use of camera movement a series of shots

have been threaded together so that what is generally a patchwork of pretty pictures has the

appearance of a continuous flow and gradual unfolding of colour and movement.

Then there is a Russian film. The Little Humpbacked Horse; in this only a two-colour system

has been used ; the resulting colour schemes are of course more economical and therefore often

better. Certain night sequences in which blues, blacks, and whites play a predominant part

make a very interesting study. As in most two-colour systems, the spectrum has been cut in half,

resulting in a great loss of yellow and green. This loss can only be made good by sacrificing the

blue or red, and artificially inducing green or yellow. This cannot be done except when a

whole sequence calls for it, such as in a forest sequence when it can be planned in advance

and all the other colours can be fortified or altered before shooting so that the artificial tinting

of the whole length of film gives the desired result. It has been done in this film most cleverly,

and the Russians have obviously been inspired by their own great illustrator, Billibin.

Colour in long shots and colour in close-ups differs because of the varying amount of filler

light between object and lens. I have heard painters suggest that tests be made of various

colours and various textures in order to 'know 'exactly how they will reproduce later on.

While all experiments are useful, it must be remembered that the chief quality of the moving

picture is movement and therefore tests must be very extensive. A static test proving that a

certain colour is just right when filmed in the open air with all the compensations of reflected

blue and green light might prove to be the wrong colour if filmed in a studio where those

reflected lights were missing. Reflected colour is generally unknown in the films! 1 think that

most colour films as we know them to-day can only be regarded as tests on a large scale.

In planning the sequences of a colour film it is wise to first consider separately background

and foreground—one lot of colour moving across the other. Think of it as though it were

music, the background becoming the bass, the foreground movement taking the place of the

main theme in the treble.

To most film-makers the sky is just 'blue'. We know, however, that the blueness which is so

obvious in the early morning gradually becomes warmer as the day passes, and that any warm

colours photographed against it, such as the normal skin colours, will therefore appear redder
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in the afternoon and greener in the morning. Costumes will be affected in the same way—so

when shooting exteriors this change in the colour of the light must be reckoned with.

Perhaps the greatest difficulty confronting an artist working on colour films is that he

never quite knows how his colours are going to turn out until the final combined print is shown

in a cinema. First he sees the result of the day's work in monotone, then he sees very short

'samples' of the same thing in colour called 'colour pilots'; then may be various prints with

certain colour values corrected, and finally the finished colour print shown in a special theatre

for the premiere. But all this may be very different from what is seen by the ordinary man in the

audience when he goes to his local cinema, where the projection maybe bad and the screen

probably dirty. The cutter, incidentally, is expected to cut the film from the monotone print!

To help the artist who hopes to see his pattern of colours reproduced on the screen, I will try

to tell him a bit about some of the shortcomings in the methods of colour reproduction as

used in the modern film studios, so that he can plan accordingly.

First of all, do not believe that there is any magic in the various photographic processes.

What you place before the camera is reproduced with all the drawbacks that hamper any other

well-known methods of colour representation: stained glass, colour lithography, stencilling,

enamelling, etc. In each case you conceive your design in colour, opaque or transparent. In

the process of making it visible through the vehicle of the medium, it undergoes a chemical or

mechanical change, but whereas in the case of most of the arts and crafts these changes are con-

trolled by the artist, in the film these changes are effected by chemists and 'experts' in the

factories and laboratories. They simply try to correct what they think is wrong. Technicolor,

of course, insist that one of their 'Colour Controllers' works upon each film. . . . It is indeed

strange how most directors, costumiers, and colour experts seem to know all about colour

after making a few pictures (sometimes before) and yet great painters take years to fathom a

few of the secrets!

There are very many processes used in making colour films, some with two colours, but most

with three colours. Technicolor and Agfacolour have so far proved to be the best of the

processes because they are the only ones properly equipped to reproduce the number of prints

required to show a film throughout Europe and America. Other processes, like Kodachrome,

though they may give a better colour rendering for one print, cannot be duplicated in the

same manner. Among the various processes, the following should be named: Dufacolour,

Ansco Colour, Photocolor, Cinecolor, British Tricolour, Thomascolour, Bipack, and Tech-

nicrome, the last two being two-colour processes. Technicolor being the best commercial

proposition to date, I will try to explain it for the artist.

Although you make your design in opaque colours, those colours have to be reproduced for

the public by passing light on to a screen through coloured gelatine, and all the colours that

you can imagine will eventually be reproduced by passing light through gelatine stained

with only three colours, yellow, magenta, and a blue-green (cyan).

In turning your two-dimensional coloured sketch into a three-dimensional coloured set,

light will have to fill the third dimension, and that light will reflect from one surface to another

and on to the faces and costumes of the actors, so that as they pass near to 'cool' or 'warm'

colours their complexions and clothes will change under the reflected coloured light.

In producing what is before it, the camera can never get rid of any of the three colours that

are recording your scheme. These are not the same colours that you see in the cinema, but
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three colours complementary to them, i.e. blue-violet, green, and red. So you see it is

roughly as follows: your scene is recorded in blue-violet, green, and red and these colours

are used to obtain a print in yellow, red, and blue-green (cyan) in the same way in which black

is used to obtain white in an ordinary photograph.

If you study the three-colour separations on page 71 you will get an idea of what the three

colours yellow, red, and blue are doing when combining to give you a rendering of a multi-

coloured picture.

When the laboratories make a print of a length of colour film, emphasis is sometimes laid

on one of these colours in an endeavour to render the scene in what is considered to be the

correct colouring in some object. This has to be guarded against. For example, it might be

thought that bananas being unloaded in a London dock should look yellow and not green,

and so emphasis might be laid on the yellow. Anyone who knows anything about transparent

colour can imagine what effect this could have on the other colours, such as the blue in the

sky and water, which would become greenish, while any reds would have a tendency to

become orange.

It would be ridiculous for me to go to the great length of explaining the difference between

the additive or subtractive method of colour reproduction or how cameras work and how

prints are made. These simple mechanics are interesting, but are not to be included in this

book. Those who wish to study further should read Kenneth Mee's Photography (Bell 1936)

and D. A. Spencer and H. D. Waley's The Cinema To-day (O.U.P. 1939).

When dressing a set, it is wise to get the electricians to light it every now and again with the

incandescent lamps that will be used to illuminate the finished thing, and you will then see how

greatly the colours alter when the normal yellow lights are removed.

In painting your sets remember that the two most famous methods of painting in the

eighteenth century are still the best to employ for painting scenes to be reproduced by any of

the modern colour processes. One is to see that all the colours used are natural earth colours,

which must always be applied to a ground that has previously been painted white; and to see

that different colours are not mixed together, but only have either black or white mixed with

them. Certain effects can be obtained by laying on one colour, letting it dry, and then stippling

another one or more upon it, but in each case the spots of colour must be allowed to dry so

that they remain separate and do not run or get mixed.

The other method is to prepare the ground with a brilliant fiat white and glaze upon it with

juices or transparent oil colours. Sometimes it is useful to paint certain parts of the sets with

the flat earth colours and other parts with the juices, but the most important thing to remember

is never to mix the colours except with black or white. It is useful to carry some Wratten filters,

red and green ones, through which to detect faults in colour matching. For instance, to the

naked eye two blues might appear to be the same, but a red filter would emphasize the presence

of too much red in one of them, were it there.

Of course, the most important factor in the making of colour films is the cutting, and as yet

the designer has had very little to say in this. Consequently the eye is expected to jump from

one arrangement of colour to another, and, without allowing it time to become sympathetic

to the change, it is expected to switch to still another change and so on right through the film.

Designers who use pastel shades are liked; their compositions are 'safer' in the hands of the

cutter.
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A frame from one of Len Lye's delightful

colour films made some time ago for Shell in

Gasparcolor. It is quite impossible to give a

correct idea of the effect of combining three

translucent colours by combining three opaque

colours as we are forced to do in this reproduc-

tion, but it gives the student a rough idea of how

only three colours go to make his complete

palette. By studying the three colours it will

be found that at all times each of the colours

are present in varying density; at no time can

you leave out completely one of the colours.

As time goes by and real artists have a greater say in the composition of a fihn, colour will

seem suddenly to gain magic qualities. While still controlled by chemists and scientists and

vested interests, colour films will continue to remain insignificantly colourful entertainment.

Colour is suflFering in films in the same way sound suffered in its infancy, when it was

thought that any piece of music could be shoved in as a 'background' to a scene. Since then

some of the finest musicians have had to be employed to do this job. Colour is obviously

going through these same growing pains. Before the artists can help the method by which

colour is so 'gloriously' reproduced it will have to be considerably improved, but there is every

reason to believe that this will come about during the next three or four years.
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A design by John F. Meade for an Egyptian interior. He is always good where massive effects

are required and is an expert on the East

A design by Michael Ralph for A Saraband for Dead Lovers which he also helped to produce in colour
at Ealing Studios



MATERIALIZATION OF THE DESIGN

Nicola Sabbattini, the great Italian authority on stage

machinery in the early seventeenth century, wrote, 'The

practice is so much easier than the theory'. To-day there

are many who think that this is still so; it is not. In the

seventeenth century everyone in the theatre worked for

the common cause and the space and materials at their

disposal were very limited. To-day we have marked

divisions of labour, unlimited materials, and even chang-

ing regulations regarding ways and means. I cannot,

therefore, give you a definite outline of practice and will

confine myself to taking you on a tour of a stage or floor

of a film studio and tell you of some of our simpler

methods of construction. To begin with, a small stage is

about 100 ft long by 80 ft wide and 35 ft high. A large

stage has about twice the floor area.

When a length of wall is put up in a studio it is made

from a number ofwooden or canvas flats that are clamped

together with two or three Hall's patent clamps. These

clamps are useful since they can be adjusted to any

width of batten and secured by pressing on the lever, and

they are much better than those which have to be screwed

up because they save so much time, particularly when the

set is to be struck. Those that are out of reach, instead of

having to be unscrewed from a pairof steps, just have their

levers hit up with a length of batten and the clamp is

released and falls to the ground. Angles that cannot be

secured with clamps are very often screwed or nailed;

this is a very bad habit which it is difficult to discourage.

The correct method is to use loose pin hinges (in order

that the pin can be taken out, thus releasing the hinged

flats instead of folding them).

For securing the set to the floor it will be found that

the sheer weight of the flats does this to a certain extent,

though they require bracing from the top at intervals of

4 to 6 ft in order to prevent the walls from shuddering

when doors are opened or shut. The braces are lengths of

3 in X 1 in with a special iron bracket at either end with

a hole to take a large screw eye or stage screw. The

bottoms of the sets are secured by 8 in lengths of 3 in x

1 in, which are nailed at an angle into the bottom member

Two different types of

exteriors built inside a studio,

for a scene in Java Head

and for a scene in a Paris bacic-street

—the upper part was added by means of

the Shufftan process



Jericho (Capitol): a set built at the m.i.s.r. studios near Cairo shown in four different stages of completion. The

rought ply, supported from behind by 3 in : 1 in struts, was covered with scrim, plastered, painted, and

dressed with palm trees. The native labourers knew nothing about film methods but learned readily. Below

are two shots from the actual film
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of the flat and on to the floor. None of these nails are ever driven home, so that when necessary

they can easily be drawn out with a claw hammer.

As as example of how stock is used, we will take the simplified plan and elevation below.

The shaded units mark those that have to be specially made for the set, and the rest, being

standard sizes, are used from stock. If these specially made pieces are not to be added to stock

afterwards, instead of the battens that frame the ply having morticed joints, they are just

secured at the corners with a couple of Acme fasteners and held in shape by the ply itself,

which is nailed all round with cement-covered panel pins.

The floor carpenter, or charge-hand, is the carpenter allotted by the master carpenter to

supervise all the construction on the studio floor; after seeing that the area on which he is going

to build the set has been covered with felt and hessian, his first job is to draw the plan out in

full size with chalk upon the area so that it stands in the exact place indicated on the plan of the

studio floor by the art department. The studio floor can be divided up into 3 ft squares painted

on to the floor with white paint and numbered; this facilitates the placing of the set.

When a studio has a rehearsal room—which is very useful to companies who want to save

time—the charge-hand or one of his assistants also marks the plan out on the rehearsal room

floor, and where windows or doors appear, he indicates them by writing it on the floor.

Working in conjunction with the charge-hand is a person known as the floor manager. He
is the intermediary between the production manager, the art department, and the accounts

department ; it is his job to see that time is not wasted and that the different craftsmen do not

overlap each other. His job is similar to that of the remarkably useful person known to archi-

tects as clerk of works. He not only has to be well versed in trade union regulations, but he

has also to understand construction in all its various branches so that when necessary he can

suggest to the charge-hand who should follow whom in the progress of the work ; and, above

all, after the quantity surveyor has priced a building, it is the clerk of works' duty to see that

it does not exceed the estimated sum. He does this by the very simple method of checking all

materials that are brought on to the job and seeing that they are actually used, and, if not, that

they are not charged for and are eventually returned to the stores. Nobody is really responsible

for this in any English film studio, so that the sort of thing that happens is this: a carpenter has
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three doors to put up, they have three pairs of hinges each, that is, nine pairs of hinges in all,

and each pair takes six screws, making a total of fifty-four screws. The carpenter goes to the

stores and, because it is easier, is issued with a gross of screws. He takes them with every good

intention of using the rest later; but after he has put up the doors one of the labourers is told

to sweep up the mess round that portion of the set and the other ninety screws are sometimes

swept up with the shavings and other bits of rubbish.

Timber is treated in exactly the same way. The carpenter naturally asks for more than he

intends to use in order to cover himself, but the pieces that are not used are seldom returned

to stores, and because of the number of productions that are generally going ahead at the same

time, once a piece of timber or ironmongery has been 'charged up' it is far too complicated to

have the sum credited back to the production.

From time immemorial there has been a strange rivalry or even animosity between the

different crafts, and in a film studio, where there is very little time to spare and where all the

men seem to be working in each other's way, great care must be taken to see that this old feeling

is avoided. This can only be done by consulting with the master craftsmen before the set is built

to discover how they intend to fit in with each other, and once a course has been decided upon

to see that they all keep to their bargain. For example, it is sometimes found necessary after the

carpenters have put up the walls of the set for the painters to paper it, for the carpenters to

return and apply straight mouldings, for the plasterers to apply the remaining mouldings, and

then for the painters to come again and paint the whole, a few carpenters returning finally when

the paint is dry to put on the door furniture and other such fittings. Very great care has to be

taken to see that each set of craftsmen as they take the floor do not spoil any work that has

been done before their arrival.

After the craftsmen have finished building the set it is decorated by the property department,

who lay carpets, hang curtains, put up pictures, trees, etc. If there are practical lights they are

put up by a special man attached to the electrical department.

The actual layout of the furniture can be done by the property department under the

instructions of the set dresser, following the original sketch or the property room plan on which

most of the furniture should have been marked, but the actual arrangement of pictures and

bits and pieces has to be done by the art director, and it is his job when the time comes for

close-ups to be there to see that everything is correct as a background to such vital action. In

the larger studios, however, this also is done by the set dresser, who works with the art director.

The art director should spend as much of his spare time as he can going around and looking

at the stock of the various furniture dealers and studying the collections in the curio and junk

shops; if he has a good memory he is lucky; if not he should make little thumb-nail sketches

and now and then take overall measurements, so that when he has to design rooms that con-

tain these things he will not put in rare examples that cannot be found and thus waste his out-

side buyer's time by insisting on having them; he will be able to indicate examples that he is

sure of getting, thus satisfying himself by seeing what he has drawn actually appear on the set.

Unless a set is painted in colours to be photographed in colour, one is very often deluded

into thinking that one has achieved a very successful scheme; but one is later disappointed to

find that in tones of black and white these things look very dull. Therefore remember that

textures, because of the play of light and shade upon their surfaces, give much better variation

of tones than difterent shades of colour.
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There are always a number of sets that require 'ageing down'—the suggestion of damp
patches on the walls, marks where pictures once hung, leaks from water pipes on external walls,

marks of dampness and decay, cobwebs in the corners, chipped woodwork, rusty ironwork, etc.

It is good, therefore, to train one member of the paint department to secure these effects for

you and insist that he always is used on them. You will then be able to explain what you want

and know that you are going to get the correctly modulated result each time. I have had awful

shocks in my career when a new painter has wanted to show that he could do a thing better

than the last man I employed, and the result has been a nightmare of theatrical trickles, tears,

and splashes. Apart from ageing, the spray gun can be used to emphasize the shadows from the

source of light by blowing down with a darker tone all those planes that are at right angles to

the line of light. This can be done with considerable strength and often helps the cameraman.

When making sets that have to look dilapidated never indicate on the working drawing how
much dilapidation you require and, above all, never say to the craftsman 'I want this set to

look broken-down'. You can always walk on to the set during its different stages of develop-

ment and say 'Break through this window sash', 'Knock these rails out of the balustrade' and

'Break that window-pane', and the result will look twice as real. Planned dilapidations have a

certain 'ye olde worlde' look about them that is most unconvincing.

A study of acoustics will always be useful in helping the sound department to get better

results for their recordings. Little boxed-in sets with flat walls make the actors' voices drum

and are quite useless. On certain occasions when this sort of set has to be built the walls behind

the cameras should be draped with felt.

Flats with large areas of unbraced plywood vibrate when the actors speak near them, so if

this type of flat is being used extra bracing should be added.

All flats are best covered with hessian or canvas before papering them. Stair-treads should be

covered with Cellotex. When a rostrum top is laid upon its legs, felt should be laid between it

and them; this is all to prevent drumming. Rostrum tops must not be nailed down or they tend

to squeak: use screws. Remember it is the final surface that counts; canvas does not reflect

sound until it is papered and painted with shellac or a glossy paint, when it can become as

resonant as plywood.

When building pavements and sidewalks, which are generally four or five inches off the studio

floor, do not leave them hollow, but fill them up with sand. In order to represent gravel, sand,

or earth, use either granulated cork or peat dust; sand can sound just like fireworks through a

sensitive microphone inside a studio. When building sets that have walls with a plaster surface

take extra care to leave plenty of openings, such as windows and doors, and allow as many

breaks as possible in the form of alcoves, buttresses, etc. This all prevents boxing in the sound.

The sound department would always much rather have a three-sided set built with the walls

splayed out towards the camera than running parallel to each other. This is quite a good idea,

for as well as helping the sound department it lends perspective to the set, provided it is not

overdone.

Camera- and sound-men are generally terrified of ceilings. Gunthe Krampf, with whom I

had the pleasure of working a number of times, liked them because he knew that they added

to the reality of certain sets. In one scene for Joan of Arc he shot on a set which was about

10 ft wide by 25 ft deep and only 8 ft high. This was covered by a ceiling, and the action that

took place at the far end of this medieval passage looked marvellous and sounded perfect.
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But all ceilings should be in sections that can be easily removed, so that any portion that does

not show can be taken away to allow for lights. I have made low ceilings look as though they

were made of real plaster by tacking cheap, heavy felt over a light framework and spraying it

with size and afterwards flat oil paint. This does not give a hard surface and therefore the

sound does not rebound. Ceilings can also be made of net or gauze stretched on frames.

The sound department has an instrument called a 'boom', which is a type of steel fishing-

rod supported by a tripod on wheels and from which hangs a microphone; this microphone

support appears on every set and is the nightmare of the cameraman and art director. The

cameraman always finds its shadow haunting him upon the wall and the art director finds that

unless the set is built sufficiently high and wide to house this instrument comfortably the sound

department tell him that the sound cannot be recorded well upon that particular set. But when

the set cannot be altered the sound department somehow manage to get just as good sound!

When designing a set that contains shadows from windows that are not there, let us say from

the fourth wall, remember to prepare a flat with a miniature window in it so that the cameraman

can use it to cast the shadow you have indicated. The scale of the miniature window should be

about three inches to the foot. Remember also that the cameraman can never cast shadows

of anything else that you have not provided for; nor can he cast the shadow at the right angle

unless you have allowed enough room behind the set. Some cameramen, of course, light their

sets in such extraordinary ways, with the sun seeming to come from all quarters at once with

different degrees of intensity, that it is impossible to cope with them. Artists like Krampf work

differently and look on their work as an artistic contribution to the film. He used to do some-

thing which I have never seen done by any other cameraman: he would decide upon a main

source of light and from that point switch on a sun arc, which would cause one mighty set of

shadows to be cast across the set. These shadows he would then have recorded upon the set

A scene from The Student ofPrague (Sokal, 1926) with the main shadows painted in to give added intensity



by a painter using a spray gun loaded with a darker colour. It was then possible for him to

switch on his other subsidiary lights without ever losing his main directional light. Of course

he did not do this on every set, but a great deal on exterior sets in the studio and on those

scenes where the dramatic action was sketched with a very bold hand and, therefore, where the

background had to stand up to it.

When planning buildings that have to be constructed to match exterior locations, a survey

of the land is prepared first and a half inch to the foot model made in putty or clay showing

contours, elevations, and depressions and marking the existing shrubbery or buildings that are

to be incorporated in the set. A plaster cast is then made of this and cut up into 1 in or 1^ in

slices, thus giving the carpenters and riggers an exact outline for their supports.

Great care should be taken when building exteriors that the workmen do not ruin the

natural features on account of which you have specially chosen the location. The stacking of

timber, the building of canteens, the lighting of braziers, and the passage sometimes of any-

thing from forty to two hundred men backwards and forwards over the job often make a place

look very different after a week's concentrated work. It is advisable therefore to stake and rope

any special pieces that have not to be trodden over, and you must take care that the workmen

always approach their job from behind.

Calculations have to be made, of course, for such effects as faked storms, explosions,

eruptions, fires, etc., by reinforcing those buildings that have to stand up and weakening others

that may have to be demolished, but provision has to be made also against nature herself. It

is no use weakening the struts of a building that has to be blown down by the force of a wind

from two or three aero engines at the end of the week, and then finding that a small gust of

wind has sent the whole job flying the night before. It is useful on nearly all exterior work to

anchor all your buildings down with stretched steel wire when they are not being used.

Buildings that have to collapse have to be thought out very carefully so that they do not

cause injury to people who are in or near them, and the pieces of timber are generally made from

balsa wood, which is very light, and hinged so that they fall in a given direction.

Chunks of stone or concrete are best represented by blocks of compressed cork chips or

formers of mesh wire covered with canvas, glue and sawdust. In one film on which I worked

I had to build a small hamlet of fourteen houses, all of which were supposed to be built from

rough-hewn stone. One of these buildings was a powder magazine which eventually caught

fire and blew up, setting fire to the neighbouring thatched roofs, the beams of which collapsed,

pushing down the walls. The thatched roofs were only 1 in thick with straw and faked at the

edges. The timbers in the roofs were all hinged and props supporting them were pulled away

with wires at given signals. The walls were built as ordinary stone walls would be built, only

from blocks of peat dipped in colour, with a very little plaster of Paris here and there to bond

them together. When the powder magazine blew up, a 6 ft pile of peat placed over a biscuit-tin

half filled with black-powder, and fired by electric detonators, flew into the air, the shock seem-

ing to bring down the nearby buildings without causing any harm at all, but giving a very good

impression of flying stones.

In the same scene the dwellers in these stone cottages had to rush forth with bottles, sticks,

and odd farm implements to wreak their vengeance on those who had caused the damage.

The period of the film was the seventeenth century; as I possessed a fine old seventeenth-century

flagon I told the plasterers to make me some casts of it in green and brown wax ^ in thick, so
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that when they were broken on people's heads they would not do any harm. Unluckily in the

rush of sending these bottles down to the location the original was sent too, and a hefty farm

wife laid out some unlucky extra with it!

When trees are required on a big scale, either on exteriors where they do not already exist or

in the studio, they have to be built: plans and elevations have to be drawn of them in exactly

the same way as for any other kind of building; but in the plan you visualize imaginary

sections through the tree at every 2 ft, drawing them one on top of the other, and you supply

an elevation marked off at every 2 ft to read with it. Naturally one can only build the main

branches of a tree, because after you get down to a 6 in diameter the job gets very unwieldy.

All the smaller branches can be cut from real trees and added later. In building a tree the

2 ft sections that you indicate on your plan are referred to as the 'formers' and these are cut

out of 11 in X 1 in boards and held in place by lengths of 3 in x 2 in tubular scaffolding. Over

these formers are then laid 1 in plasterers' laths, with a ^ in gap between them. Upon this

base are tacked sheets of bark cast in the plaster shop, naturally starting with the coarser

bark at the bottom and getting finer higher up the trunk. Piano wire, which is invisible to the

camera and can take tremendous weights, can be used sometimes for bracing branches together,

one helping to support the other. The final branches are cut from real trees, the best tree being

the evergreen oak, which stands up to rough usage in a studio very well.

In planning rocks and rock formations it is quite useless to draw a plan; the best that can be

done to achieve good results is to build a little model out of coke, coal or pebbles, and after

having marked the practicable areas, that is, where the action takes place, have these areas

built of tubular scaffolding and timber. The rest is built of mesh wire on a framework of

tubular scaffolding, after which you have to leave it to the ingenuity of the plaster department.

Rocks and stone strata are very difficult to imitate and I have known only two men in this

country who could do them well. One was an erratic but marvellously energetic artist. You
could show him a model of a rock formation and once he had got the idea he would get two or

three men in the plaster shop to make up odd-shaped 'boulders' of mesh wire covered with

plastered scrim, and from the carpenters he would get frameworks of odd shapes and sizes

from 1 ft to 4 ft square; these would probably be just covered with scrim and dipped in plaster;

then from the incinerators he would have brought all the slag and cinders that could be found;

and he would start work. With the help of labourers and plasterers he would punch mesh

wire into the shape of mounds and keep it supported with lengths of timber. Over this he would

lay yards of scrim dipped in plaster and on to this he would throw his big blocks, which would

throw the smaller pieces so that they fell around these bigger ones, and then, on the top of all,

he would scatter shovelfuls of slag and cinders, also mixed with plaster. Sometimes he even

mixed buckets of plaster to a creamy thickness and standing on a ladder would cast this over

the whole. After the addition of a few ragged bushes or one or two gaunt pines the results were,

however, always marvellously realistic.

The building of ships for a film studio is almost a specialized job. During twenty-two years

as an art director I have built the decks, hulls, and rigging of some twenty-eight ships, ranging

from Spanish galleys of 1680 to frigates of 1830 and modern submarines. I have already ex-

plained on page 14 how I built one ship in order to get real skies as a background to it and on

pages 44 and 45 are illustrations of the construction; in the same film we had to show the deck

of a small sloop in a storm at night. This was shot at night and the deck was built on a

wooden rocker like a giant half-barrel.
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This enabled us to roll it from side to side with a lurching movement as it was supposedly

being struck by waves. The waves were of two kinds—hose-pipes directed at splash-boards just

out of sight of the camera so that as the water hit them it shot into the air as it does on a sea

front; and at either side of the boat, also out of sight of the camera, were built two towers, on

the top of which were great water tanks holding six tons of water apiece. At a given signal sluice

gates were released at the bottom of these tanks and the water fell in one mighty splash on the

actors and boat and deck beneath.

For small cabin interiors, such as the interior of a lightship, where a great deal of the

action took place, it would have seemed monotonous and unreal to have the ship just moving

from side to side, so a hemisphere was built of timber framing and the interior of the men's

quarters was constructed upon it; and the perfect motion of the ship was effected by rocking

this very gently in every direction.

When the ship or part of the ship has to sink, the long shots are generally taken with models,

but for medium shots and close-ups the studio tank is used. Most well-equipped studios have

tanks in the middle of the stages; some are twenty to thirty feet square and about ten feet deep.

Warm or cold water can be pumped into or extracted from these at very short notice. All the

wrecks in films are really quite simple affairs, and are chiefly dependent on the cutter's art for

creating the impression of disaster and confusion. Bursting steam pipes are very easily achieved

by attaching rubber piping to the steam jets round the studio or carrying them over to the

boiler-house and getting a more direct supply, or by concealing small white-smoke bombs in

the empty pipes and firing them with electric detonators. This method I have found most

successful. When the tanks in the studios are not big enough others are built upon the studio

floor, sometimes covering the whole area. They are framed with steel scaffolding planked

with 9 ft X 2 ft boards and lined with about 2 in of asphalt.

Close-ups of people struggling and sinking are simple things to photograph, and when cut

in with shots of rushing water, steam, and screams, create the desired illusion. For spectacular

shots where whole decks of ships are seen to go under with the crew on board, the 'ship' is

often shot on dry land, where it is simply let down on hydraulic jacks while hoses are played

upon the actors and the sea in the background is introduced by a trick such as the split matt

process or the Dunning process.

Speaking at an Architectural Association meeting in 1937, Charles Laughton amusingly

described the use of the Dunning process in a similar effect for Mutiny on the Bounty:

'The shot had to show the ship jammed up against a reef by the waves and quivering under

the force, and there was a little boat bobbing up and down at the side of it. They tried to take

this shot at sea; they went out to look for a storm, and found one and unfortunately lost a

man's life. What they eventually did was to build the whole of the deck of the Pandora on a

large hydraulic engine on one of the stages, and this hydraulic engine, so to speak, took the

deck of the Pandora and shook it. There was another hydraulic machine which made the

boat bob up and down. The scene was played against an enormous blue stretched cloth. The

cloth was lit with blue lights and we were lit with amber lights, and the sea was running through

the camera, so that we never saw any sea at all and the lighting prevented our 'ghosting'; it

prevented the spectator from seeing the sea through the actors. It was one of the most astonishing

things I had ever seen, and although it looked most dangerous we were not even wet. When I saw

the picture I could not even remember what was shot in the studio and what was shot at sea.'
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Sometimes it is necessary to excavate large tanks on the lot for special sinking effects, when

directors feel they must have the water flowing on the deck of the sinking ship. The deck is then

simply mounted on a slip-way and attached by steel hawsers to a windlass, when it is raised and

lowered at will. For jerks and jolts all the simple forms of leverage are used, and it naturally

depends on what kind of action is to take place as to where these are placed and how they are

worked. In fact, I have never seen a sinking ship done the same way twice.

Tubular scaff"olding is now very extensively used in the film industry. Its mobility is a great

asset. As sets have become more elaborate and camera movements more complicated it has

also become necessary to have more flexible sets, so that nowadays whole sections of walls,

including windows, mantelpieces, and stairways, are attached to tubular scaffolding towers

which are mounted on rubber-tyred wheels. There is an inch or more clearance between set and

floor and the whole lot can be moved in and out at will. For rostrums it is invaluable, and on

exteriors I have had roadways rising to 15 and 20 ft built up of tube, then covered with second-

hand railway sleepers, and afterwards covered with cement to the thickness of 1 to 2 in and

sprinkled with earth; the sound on this has been extremely good.

Once when working on a documentary film, in which a whole chamber of a coal-mine had

to be reproduced, we found that as lamps could not be taken to the actual spot in the mine

and as the miners and their equipment could not be brought to the studio, the only thing was

to build a studio at the pit-head. This was eventually done near Workington in Cumberland,

to which place I transported hundreds of tons of tubular scaffolding and a rigger called Maxie,

who was a genius at this type of structure. We built our studio 120 ft long, 60 ft wide, and 10 ft

high; as we were only representing a three-foot seam greater height was not necessary. We
sound-proofed it by lining it with the discarded timber from old packing cases, on top of which

we laid about 12 in of slag, as there was plenty to hand. To retain the slag at the side we put

it into sandbags and piled them up like bricks. The whole was lined with looped felt, and we

laid a 12 in concrete floor to take the weight of the heavy mining machinery; it was a most

successful sound-recording studio

!

On another occasion when I had to build a ship that rocked, we erected a series of inverted

roof trusses pivoted at the apex on a centre rod and built our deck upon the upper part. To keep

the whole structure erect we dropped 20 ft lengths of elastic rope (as used for catapulting

glider planes) from the gantries at the top of the studios and attached them all along the side

of the inverted roof. This strained elastic expanded and contracted as leverage was applied to

one side or the other and thus prevented a jerky movement.

Spotting is also part of the rigger's work. It is the placing of lamps above and around the set

in order to light it. This differs in a great many studios according to the construction of the

building. If, for example, the roof of the studio has been supplied with strong gantries, the

spotting rails—which are nothing more than glorified painters' cradles such as you see outside

any large building when it is being painted or cleaned—are suspended from the gantries follow-

ing the exact contour of the set.

Another method, which is very good, is to use a number of towers built up of a light tubular

scaffolding, which serve the same purpose, only with tubular scaffolding you can achieve the

dual result of supporting and suspending; because, if you want to, you can build a tower

higher here and there and throw a 'bridge' also made of tubular from one to another across

the set.
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In very small studios where electricians are not needed to nurse their lamps, these are just

secured to the actual flats with a brace, and if a lamp requires adjusting it is done from a pair

of steps.

Every cameraman has his own idea as to where he wants to place his lights. A great many of

them have sufficient confidence in their chief electricians and allow them to arrange with the

master carpenter where the spot rails shall go. Others, who cannot read plans, like to avoid

saying anything until they see the set finished and then a great deal of time is wasted at the last

moment ; but when working with a cameraman who is willing to co-operate it is always a good

idea to show him a plan of the set, or better still a model, and ascertain from him where he

wants his lights to be put. Always find out also what A:«W of lights he is using, because it may
come as rather a surprise, having built a little bridge of light planks, to discover that the lamp

to be placed upon it is an H.I. arc weighing some 90 lb.

It is also the job of the riggers to erect platforms to take wind fans, to suspend perforated

barrels for snow effects, or perforated pipes for rain effects. In some studios they also look

after the cranes; in fact, they do all the heavy semi-mechanical work.

I have generally found riggers to be a fine lot of men who knew considerably more about

engineering than the art directors and their assistants who were in charge of them. In co-

operation with the different riggers who have worked with me over the last few years I have

made scaff"olds, bridges, temporary studios, rockers for ships, and many other devices that

could never have been made of wood and would have been too expensive in metal. Tubular

scaffolding is the art director's friend. It is not a monster, like so much of the permanent

machinery, since it can be dismantled when no longer required. Tubular scaffolding can always

be mounted on to rubber wheels so that it becomes mobile. This is a great advantage when

prefabricating sets, which can then be wheeled into position, filmed, and wheeled out.

Over the last twenty years much thought has been given to the development of devices to

improve camera movement. Nowadays most studios are equipped with many diff"erent forms

of trucks, dollies, and cranes upon which the camera and cameramen can travel through door-

ways, down slopes, up into the air, over the crowds, seeming to perform the most extraordinary

flights. As it is essential to allow enough room for these machines to work in I give you over-

leaf the outlines of a few of the most common. Always check your door measurements with

your dolly if it is going to pass through the opening. You may find that you will have to make

the wall on one side of the door movable so that it can be drawn away as the camera and dolly

approach.

In the old days these cranes and dollies were built up by the riggers from drawings by the

different art directors in collaboration with the electrical engineers, and they vied with one

another to achieve a greater flexibility, which they knew to be one of the main ingredients of the

new art of motion pictures.

It would be a pity for the modern technician to take for granted the machines that surround

him, however flexible they may seem. Films are in their infancy, and unless the inventive brains

in all departments try to think out new methods the film will grow up very slowly. Industries

outside are beginning to take an interest in supplying our needs, but until our studio space

is five times what it is now we cannot be expected to be catered for on the same scale as Holly-

wood.

The lives of nearly all the inhabitants of Hollywood are dependent on the films. There are so
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many companies in continuous operation throughout the year that it has been possible for men

to start unheard-of businesses that could not be run in this country because film production,

until recently, has been on a so much smaller scale. For instance, there is a whole company of

horsemen who do film stunts, and at any time they can be reached on the telephone and be

counted upon to do anything, however fantastic. Then there is the California Consumers'

Corporation, who are reputed to have run to the expense of making a special machine for

crushing ice and spraying it under pressure through special nozzles over sets representing the

arctic regions. A menagerie of animals tamed but trained to look ferocious, and other animals

collected together solely because they look odd. Terry Ramsay, the best authority on the

American film industry, writing in 1937, said that $2,000,000,000 of U.S.A. money was invested

in film-making and that it ranked as the third most important industry. He says: 'The motion

picture contributes vastly to the building materials industry, with its large component of labour

costs. Lumber of all sorts, metals, structural and electrical materials, glass, oils, paints,

hardware, chemicals, electrical machinery, fabrics, plumbing, make-up materials, carbons,

rubber, and plaster are consumed by the train- and ship-load. It is estimated that picture-making

consumes nearly 40 per cent, of the nation's total output of a certain class of synthetic and

especially treated woods and wall boards. An indicative item is the consumption of old rope

shredded for plaster reinforcement. A plant in San Pedro acquires all the second-hand cordage

of the vast shipping of the Pacific coast to make this material for the motion picture sets.

'

Over here the film business has by no means become an industry and therefore cannot expect

to be catered for as such; it is for us to make it a great industry by making it first a great art.

Plan and elevation of velocilator

showing radius of panning device

Plan and elevation of the sound
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MATERIALS & METHODS

THE WOODWORKERS

The most important shop in the studio is the carpenters' shop. This department makes great

use of all the various grades of plywood and wall-boards, such as Essex Board, Gyprock,

Celotex, and Masonite; the last two and Gaboon ply being the mainstays. Celotex, being a soft

pulp board, is particularly good, as its acoustic properties are a great asset.

Timber is purchased rough and in large sizes to be cut up and finished as required. When a

set is 'struck' the timber that is salvaged is returned into stock and used again.

Mouldings are usually spindled to the art director's patterns, as few of the standard models

are sufficiently bold. Only in Germany before the war have I seen special mouldings supplied

for film purposes; there it was found quite profitable to turn these out. since the influence film

decor had on interior decoration caused decorators to use the film material, instead of the

other way round. In order to cope with all the requirements of the art departments, the

carpenters' shop is equipped with the following machines: a circular saw, a dimension saw, a

cross-cut saw, a band saw, a jig saw, an overhand and an underhand planer, a tenoning

machine, a router, a chain morticer, a spindle, a three cutter, and a lathe.

For interior sets most wall surfaces are built from standard 'flats' made in the studios from

three-ply or one of the synthetic wall boards mounted on to a 3 in x 1 in timber framing. The

standard sizes of flats are 10 ft, 12 ft, and 14 ft high (in very small studios 9 ft high) and 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 ft wide. Timber under 12 ft in length is therefore seldom used. The number of

wall-boards now available is so large that I have given a list in the appendix. They all have their

uses, though three-ply and Celotex will always be the most favoured for strength, lightness and

ease in working.

The best and cheapest method of construction is to

bolt the flats together to make up walls and then cover

each wall section with grease-extracted hessian with wall-

paper on top. With this method, when joints are butted

they are tighter, because of the soft edge, and there is

no chance of cracking under the lights if the set has to

stand for a long time. When the set is finished with, the

hessian is just ripped off" and is used again for other pur-

poses such as floor covering or as a key for rough

plastered surfaces, and the flats are as they were before.

Not all the set is built from stock, as I have explained on

page 75. Except for stock flats, doors, windows, etc, all

filling-in pieces are generally broken up for salvage when

the production has finished with the set. A noticeable

A bowl rocker in the process ot construe-
. ,, r, -

i j- u u ^u^ lo^i- r^C ctnrcap-
,u r-or^ defect m all British Studios has been the lack Ot Storage

tion for a ship sequence in the G.P.O. '^^

production North Sea space, and what Storage space was available was badly
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arranged. Quick access to material is essential in film work, as speed is the only way to keep

down expenses. In Hollywood the climatic conditions make it easier to preserve 'folded' sets

in open racks; some of the most up-to-date studios, like Pinewood, are now building enormous

scene stores to try and cope with this problem.

Doors that have to be broken in, furniture that has to be smashed and things of seemingly

great weight that have to be lifted are made from balsa wood. All wooden surfaces have to be

stopped and painted in a very few hours with quick-drying spirit enamels or distempers. This

therefore calls for dry wood with few knots, smooth grain and no chance shrinkage under the

hot arcs.

When doors and other kinds of woodwork have to be made to look worn and aged, this is

best done by cutting away pieces with an adze and charring the whole surface by burning it

with a special blow-lamp, made by connecting a large double-nozzled gun with cylinders of

gas and oxygen which can be regulated to get a powerful flame; afterwards the soft charred

grain is brushed out with a rotary wire brush. This makes the hard grain very much more

pronounced and looks most effective. Afterwards the surface can be painted with quicklime,

which can be brushed off when dry. The quicklime surface can then be waxed.

I have used this method on ordinary deal boards when faking worn oak furniture of the

seventeenth century, with most convincing results.

For attic scenes and half-timbered houses elm planks are treated in the same way. But there

used to be firms abroad who catered specially for films and bought up all the outside 'slabs'

(outside slabs being the first uneven planks cut off the tree trunk and having a half round

section) which were used for this purpose with less artificial results.
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For exterior sets to be surfaced with brick, plaster, trees, bark, etc, rough timber frames or

formers are covered with second-hand ply and on this thin sheets of textured or moulded

plaster are tacked and made good at the joints or scrim is dipped in plaster and smoothed over

the surface.

When I was called to Cairo in 1937 to build sets for Capitol Films a site was chosen some

twenty-five miles out in the sand of the Hranka Desert, on which I had to build the lost city

of Farud (ruled by Paul Robeson). I had to transport all my timber, plaster, and the water

for mixing with it, as well as for quenching the thirst of some seventy-five carpenters and

plasterers. The transport was done by camel. The set I built was supposed to represent the mud
walls of a long-forgotten Arab town. I built these walls from 15 to 25 ft high with a village in

perspective behind them. Before I started out, a young engineer, used to contending with the

elements in that part of the world, was kind enough to warn me that out in the open desert I

could count on a wind pressure of 160 lb per square foot and suggested that I only lashed the

joints with rope to allow for plenty of give. I found his advice very useful, since a sandstorm

arose a week after construction had begun, buried all the workmen's tents, covered our stack of

timber with 6 ft of sand, but left the walls standing. The following diagram will show how the

foundations were built.

The construction methods used in the various studios all differ, according to the master

carpenter and again according to those he delegates as his charge-hands.

There are no good books on construction methods used in film studios, but there are a few

on stage carpentry and these are worth studying, as they are the basis for most methods adopted

in the studios. The best book is probably Burris-Meyer Cole's Sceneryfor the Theatre, and the

really keen student should study the wonderful descriptive bibliography prepared in 1928 by

William Burt Gamble for the New York Public Library entitled The Development of Scenic

Art and Stage Machinery. In this he will find listed 4,766 items on the subject, and those that

appeal to him can then be sought in the British Museum Library.
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THE PLASTERERS

The plasterers' shop is probably the busiest in the studio because plaster has always been found

to be the quickest setting material in which to reproduce any moulded effect. With development

of the films as an industry it will obviously be found that other materials can take the place of

plaster with better results, particularly the new developments with resinous compounds some-

times referred to by that all-embracing term plastics.

All mouldings that are too big or that would be too expensive to cut out of a length of wood
3 in X 2 in thick are made up in the plaster shop. A template is cut out of thin zinc in reverse

and mounted on a slight frame, and then drawn up and down upon a bed of plaster of Paris

until a reverse mould is obtained. When the mould is perfectly dry it is painted with shellac,

rubbed over with tallow and then it is ready to have casts taken from it. To do this the plaster

of Paris is gauged very thinly by adding it to a bucket of water (never vice versa) into which a

couple of cups of double size have been added (this gives toughness to the finished work and

allows for the little longer time in drying). When sufficient plaster has been added to the water

to make it of the consistency of thick cream, lengths of plasterer's scrim—which is like hessian,

only with a very much more open mesh—are dipped into this preparation and laid upon the

mould. Then more plaster is taken up on an ordinary soft brush, like those used for sweeping

floors, and this is flogged on top of the scrim. Then another length of scrim dipped in plaster

is added, and this time a plasterer's lath is embedded with the scrim at the top and bottom edge,

and according to the size of the moulding other little strengthening pieces of lath are added

here and there, forming angles or brackets to hold the moulding in shape when it is dry. In

some countries plasterer's scrim is not used at all and animal hair or second-hand rope which

has been shredded and cut into four or five inch lengths, sometimes smaller, is mixed in with

the plaster and this is flogged on, and split canes are added as strengtheners as before. This

whole process only takes two or three minutes to set; then it is lifted out, laid flat on a rack

in a drying room which is heated by a big coke stove, and the mould is greased again with

tallow; and so the job goes on.

For elaborate carvings or pieces of sculpture, the original has to be made up first by a

modeller in clay. When the surface has dried off it is painted with shellac and a casing of about

^ in of clay is built up round it. This case is then covered with plaster to a thickness of about

2 in. When the plaster is dry holes are made at different points, say 6 in above one another,

and at any prominences funnels are stuck through to the depth of the case. This plaster is then

taken apart, the clay casing is removed, the shell put together again and the void left by the

removed clay is filled with thin glue, to which has been added a small proportion of glycerine

or one of the special Croid compounds; it is poured in through the funnels and as it passes

the different holes (which are made to prevent any air-locks) they are clayed up. When the

whole space between plaster shell and the clay original is filled, it is allowed to set: then the

plaster case is taken away, revealing a mould in 'jelly' as it is termed. The plaster shell referred

to is generally made in two halves, or if the piece of modelling is very complicated it is some-

times cut up into all sorts of weirdly shaped segments. This plaster casing then acts as a sup-

port for tht jelly mould, which is cut away or peeled off the original clay model. Now we have

a reverse mould in jelly, resting in a plaster case, which after being dusted with alum and gone
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over with tallow can be filled in turn with plaster; and thus we get the original back again.

The mould is made in jelly so that if the original model is very complicated and under-cut, the

jelly can be pulled away and because of its flexibility will not break the cast or itself.

And now we come to the more direct uses of plaster. For rough-plastered interiors a frame-

work of 3 in X 1 in timbers or formers is built up to the shape required and lengths of scrim

are dipped into a trough of plaster. Size is added to the creamy consistency already described

and these lengths are hung up on the framework, the joins being smoothed over by hand.

When this dries it seems to undulate here and there of its own accord, which has a very pleasant

effect. This can be brushed over with some more plaster of a creamy consistency or it can be

flogged or splattered from a distance with more plaster, creating a soft stippled effect; or it can

be dabbed with a new mixture of creamy plaster to which have been added chippings from a

mechanical plane; this gives a very coarse finish which photographs well. Some wall surfaces

are finished with sand and lime, like old Essex cottages.

Old beams, if not actually cast from real ones, are imitated in the following manner: a

beam is shaped up roughly with laths on formers; it is then covered with one piece of scrim

dipped in plaster of a thickish gauge with a little powdered colour to tone it; it is watched and

just as it is going to set, which should be in about a minute, it is combed over with a piece of

very coarse fibre broom. This drags deep lines in it to suggest a deep grain. It may then be gone

over with finer broom; deep cracks can be added with the point of a stick; and, by this time

the plaster being almost dry, the whole surface can be smoothed down with a piece of rag.

Provided the man who has done the work has studied old timbers, the result can be very

beautiful. If just anybody is allowed to do it the result is the phoniest looking stick of Edin-

burgh rock that you ever saw.

For all kinds of exteriors or interiors of stone, flint, or brickwork, clay models are taken

from the real thing, or a proper mason builds up a section 6 ft x4 ft. This is shellacked, greased,

and a mould is made in jelly and a plaster case to support it; afterwards as many casts as

In the plaster shop: thin casts being taken from brick and stone moulds: stock moulds of different kinds of stone work



required are made from this simply by dipping a length of plasterer's scrim in plaster and

patting it into the interstices of the jelly mould, following it up with a second sheet of hessian

also dipped in plaster. These 4 ft x 6 ft sheets are about | in thicker and do not have square

edges, but are, as it were, crenellated at the ends so that the sheets interlock when nailed up

on timber framing and thus the joins become invisible. Cobbles and paving-stones are made

in exactly the same way, only very often a plaster mould is used instead of a jelly mould and

the finished job is sometimes cast in cement with coarse wire-netting as a reinforcer instead

of hessian. This is in order to get better sound effects when actors or vehicles pass over them.

When no sound is required they are cast in a rubber compound. Provided it has not to be sat

upon, grass seen at a distance can be very well imitated by making undulating mounds from

hessian dipped in plaster laid over formers of mesh wire, afterwards flogging the whole surface

with chippings from the mechanical plane bonded with a very small quantity of thin plaster.

The shadows made by these small chips of wood look much better under certain lights than

does real turf.

Tree barks are moulded and cast in exactly the same way as are the sheets of brickwork, and

it is always advisable to keep a stock of moulds ranging from very coarse to very fine grained

barks. Naturally oaks and cedars give the best results, since the bark of these trees, having a

bold texture, shows well under the lights.

In all plaster work it is well to remember that powdered earth colours can be mixed in with

the plaster to cut out the white when it is not required, and thus meet the painter half way by

supplying him with a ground colour on which to work; thus black mixed with plaster for stone

work gives different shades of grey; Venetian red in the brick-work also helps. In tree barks

when the right quantity of burnt umber is added they often do not need painting when finished.

Too much colouring matter, however, softens the plaster.

When I am doing a rough plaster interior and I want patches of a different texture here and

there, as though the place had been repaired at different times, I never tell the plasterers in

A tree of wood formers covered with laths and sheets of plaster bark: a mixed party of statues in the stores



advance, because they make them look too decorative to be true or else they look like so many

pancakes hung up on the wall ; but when the job is nearly finished I ask for a hole to be made as

I think I will 'have a window put in": but when this hole has been cut I say I have changed

my mind and will they plaster it up as best they can ; and the result is always more like what the

real job would have been. Sometimes after the brick sheets have been put up one can have

sections of it greased over with tallow, then have the whole surface thinly plastered; when it is

dry, a smart rap with a hammer will bring down this plaster over the greased sections, giving

a very good rotten wall surface.

In the September 1932 issue of Close-Up, Erno Metzner, the Hungarian art director who has

made so many lovely sets in his time, tells in a very interesting article how with plaster he

achieved some of the lovely effects for Pabst's Atlantis. Describing one set he says: 'The big

granite blocks in the sets for Atlantis looked in the studio and, as I hoped also in the picture,

exactly like very old granite blocks the surface of which in the course of the centuries had

obtained a greasy polish. This granite, of course, is made of plaster—that marvellously

applicable material of the studio. For this purpose a mass of plaster of light grey colour was

prepared, and into it some bigger and smaller lumps of already hardened, differently coloured

plaster were mixed. Thus one obtained a pail full of light grey liquid plaster in which, mixed

into it at random, light-pink, light-green, white and black lumps swam. Out of this material

the stone blocks and columns were shaped. After the mass had become hardened, the surface

was scraped off and then polished. On the new surface produced by the scraping knife the

various lumps of plaster appeared and imitated exactly the well-known characteristics of the

real stone. The irregular distribution, the irregularity of the pattern could never have been

brought about by consciously applied painting or any other deliberately applied means. The

surface was then treated with wax and had an extraordinary effect of reality. Their smooth

surface stands in agreeable contrast to the rough casting of the arches which rest upon the

stones, and stands out satisfactorily against the soft stuffs and carpets with which the rooms

were equipped.

'New materials for cinema buildings helped me also to obtain some new effects. Slender

columns were clad with a stuff which had been spun of hair-thin glass threads. The manu-

facturing of this material is very difficult, for the glass threads penetrate easily into the skin and

cause abscesses. The artisans had to wear gloves. But with no other material has this effect

yet been achieved: they are like the most beautiful alabaster columns and reflect the innumer-

able lights of the studio. Silver powder cast in gelatine achieves the effect of a mirror flexible in

every direction; varnished paper can be taken for real pigskin, if used accordingly. The sets

of Atlantis were entirely built for the effects of the material, without using any ornament.

Every film which suggests new problems demands new materials to obtain new effects and by

that promotes the technique of film production.'

This last paragraph of Metzner's is, of course, very important. As soon as the excitement of

a film goes, one ceases to recognize that there are 'new problems' and a studio can soon get

that humdrum conservative approach towards productions.

All the ways and means that are put forward in this book are only to save you time with old

experiments and inspire you to invent new ones. Some of the plastic materials and compounds

now being developed will one day surpass the old methods of the plaster shop. Until then this

great craft, with its many traditions, will still remain one of the art director's main assets.
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THE PAINTERS

Every kind of paint is used in a film studio: oil-bound water paint or distemper, all the quick-

drying paints containing different forms of spirit varnish (shellac and methylated spirits) and

occasionally cellulose. The craftsmen also apply their paints in many ingenious ways to get the

varied effects required. Spray guns are used extensively, and it is extraordinary what can be

done with different guns in the hands of a skilled craftsman. Paints can be sprayed, when they

are almost as thick as plaster. Adhesives can be sprayed on to an area through a stencil and

flock can be sprayed on top, resulting in an effect like patterned velvet. Cellulose can be

sprayed through a special nozzle that gives a fine or coarse splutter resulting in a wonderfully

textured stipple.

Considering the scope and interest of this work it is surprising that many would-be designers

do not take it up as part of their experience. Unluckily there are not enough artists among the

painters to-day and the jobs often suffer for that reason.

As the paint department is allowed so very little time in which to get its results, it is essential

that all the wood used for mouldings, doors, etc. that have to show a good finish is free from

knots, rough edges and resin. The painters seldom have time to put on an undercoat and use

sandpaper, though for quickness they sometimes paper bad woodwork instead of giving it an

undercoat. For papered effects the paper is generally not applied directly upon the plywood

flats unless they have been previously waxed; they are covered with grease-extracted hessian,

or scenic canvas, and papered upon that. It is useful to keep a stock of different natural-

coloured papers as well as your patterned papers, so there is no need for them to be

painted.

Any kind of wood, from Indian laurel to Italian walnut and best English limed oak, can be

found reproduced perfectly on paper by such firms as Sanderson's, who also make up special

coarse oatmeal papers for the studios. These wood papers when handled properly in panels are

perfect for photographic purposes. The Pearl Wallpaper Co make some really marvellous

varnish paper representing different kinds of parquet flooring, which also photographs well.

By repainting certain segments of the patterns with darker spirit varnish, bolder patterns can

be made to appear and a greater variation is thus achieved. Certain wallpaper effects can be

stencilled upon the paper after it is up, using the spray gun instead of a brush. With the

development of the silk screen process almost any design can be reproduced at very short

notice. All kinds of marble can be imitated very simply and cheaply by floating oil or water

colours on a solution of carragheen moss and laying lengths of tinted wallpaper on the surface,

the paper picking up the colour that is floating in streaky marble-like patterns on the gummy
solution.

The use of the spray gun to emphasize light and shade is very extensive in studio work. As

sets are lighted from above they nearly always have an unnecessary amount of light at the top,

unless covered in by a ceiling, and they are therefore generally toned down with a darker colour

from the top edge. This is done with a spray gun with a wide nozzle, in order that the blend

shall be invisible. I always build up the shadows as dictated by the natural source of light,

strong nearest the source and softening farther away. To bring out the texture of a plastered
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A section of the tapestry painted by Ferdinand Belian for The Dictator

80 ft long and 40 ft high, it was painted on oil-extracted hessian in aniline dye in about 48 hours

The ballroom floor for Amateur Gentleman was made from hessian,

laid, papered and painted to represent marble in eight hours at the B.I. P. studios, Elstree
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wall it is good to blow a darker colour with an upward movement of the gun and then to blow

a lighter colour downwards.

When a set requires to look 'lived in', a painter who specializes in this job is put on to 'break-

ing it down'. Effects of dust lying on the mouldings and in the corners, any places where

shoulders have rubbed on the walls or where hands have pushed at doors over a number of

years, are all rubbed with wax. Sometimes a picture can be hung upon the wall and the wall

sprayed lightly round it with a darker colour; then the picture is removed, leaving the effect

one gets in a room where pictures formerly hung but now hang no more. Marks of dampness

can be sprayed with colour and plenty of size to make it glisten. For exterior sets where trickles

of dampness are to show up rather boldly, I always use shellac put on with a very full brush and

allowed to trickle down naturally.

Rusty iron doors are made to look so by shellacking them and throwing sand and peat dust

on them before the shellac dries. All the methods used in scenic studios can be used advantage-

ously to create effects, but with five times as much care, for the camera is always coming up

close to objects and a photograph shows up fakes that are often overlooked by the naked eye.

High-gloss finishes on doors and mouldings are never good, because they pick up the light

when moved and reflect into the lens. Most cameramen prefer an eggshell varnish as a finish.

For vast areas of black mirror floor or those specially patterned floors on which dances have

to be performed, high-gloss spirit varnish paint is the best, and gives magnificent results when

painted on to thick brown paper that has been previously shellacked. This job should never be

rushed, however, for if the brown paper, which is stuck to the hessian with paste, is not allowed

to dry properly, it will blanch the spirit varnish and make it patchy, and will easily 'kick up'

and tear over the affected area. My own way of achieving this highly polished floor surface, so

loved by directors of 'musicals', is to stick American cloth to the previously hessianed floor

instead of paper. The only efficacious method for sticking it is with Croid glue; and this should

be applied hot. On no account should any water be mixed with it at any time, for in that case

it will never dry, because the American cloth has a surface that seals in the moisture.

I have already explained on page 70 the way in which colours should be applied for repro-

duction in colour films, but I am inclined to paint all my sets, even when photographed in

black and white, as though they were going to be photographed in colour. It is a great help to

the actors and to the director to have a pleasant colour-scheme around them. Not so many

years ago most cameramen insisted on all their sets being painted in tones of grey. This was

only so that they could light with greater ease and not have to worry about calculating the

actinic qualities of different colours. Following the grey craze came a pink and green craze,

and now it is a white and cream craze in order to save light and get contrast against the actors'

faces even at the cost of looking unreal.

The innumerable eff'ects that can be obtained by the careful use of different kinds of oil,

water, and spirit paints in the hands of a good craftsman are so unending that I cannot do

more than hint at them here. Oil-bound distemper mixed with different grades of sawdust

gives a fine stone finish at certain distances. One layer of heavy carriage varnish allowed to

dry on a surface and a fine coat of spirit varnish laid on the top give a cracked-varnish effect.

Felt that has had Carson's flat white applied to it with a palette knife or fish-tail so that some

of the hair is visible here and there gives an excellent finish resembling old hide. Old felt that

has been sprayed with Surfex or Snowcrete gives a good old plaster wall effect which can then

be punched here and there from behind to suggest bulges. Gelatine sprayed on to glass through

a stencilled pattern gives a good representation of old frosted public-house windows.
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GLASS SHOT
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BACKINGS & TRICK SHOTS

The 'backing' and the 'foreground miniature' are the designers' greatest aids to achieving

depth and perspective. The history of their development is very interesting, since practically

all the old inventions are still used in the studios to-day. In the early days of films, backgrounds

were painted in much the same way as backcloths are still painted for the stage, except that

they were generally in a monotone. They are still used to a great extent on colour films.

Before 1914, when Italy, unopposed, supplied the world with great epics such as Quo Vadis,

Nerone, and Romanzo, they gave up to a great extent all ' imitations' and built nearly everything,

the most distant parts of a view sometimes being built in perspective.

During the First World War America turned 'movies' into a business, and this called for all

sorts of new inventions for cutting down costs while giving the maximum eflFect. So the glass

shot, the model shot, and the Dunning process came into being: then Germany invented the

SchuflFtan process and 'photographic backgrounds' followed; then came the 'projected back-

grounds' and "back projection' and optical printing. All these methods were invented to help

the art director get spectacular results for less money by means of tricks.

Unluckily these tricks have now become the stock-in-trade of specialized departments, who

sometimes take advantage of the fact that few modern directors know how simple the tricks

are. Most of them are very simple and only require care to perfect them.

Ferdinand P. Earle, an American painter and poet, was very keen to try and invent some

method by which some of the designers' original style could be retained in the finished pro-

duction, and it was he who invented the glass process, somewhere about 1919. The idea was

that the artist should paint his scene directly on to glass, which would be supported in front

of the camera, leaving clear spaces here and there through which the actors would be seen per-

forming at the correct perspective distance against some neutral form of backing which would

blend in with the painted scene. Later his process was used not to retain the artist's original

treatment of the design but to supplement settings with additional things, such as ceilings, roofs

and other imitations of the real thing that could not be built on account of space and expense.

In 1921 W. L. H. Hall introduced a similar process in which it seems that painted plywood

took the place of glass and the part where the painted scene joined the real was cut away with

a fretsaw.

As there were insufficient artists with a proper knowledge of sciagraphy, the model shot was

developed and a model was made in full relief and suspended in front of the camera. The proper

light and shade was achieved by lighting it in the same way as the set. But all these methods

were only of use in the big spectacular sets when one wanted to add great height. They were

quite useless when action was required in front of the fake. So gradually, as action became more

important than display, the old painted backing came back into use again.

The Dunning shot, the Schufftan process and the photographic background came into being

together. The Dunning shot was a process, patented in 1927 by C. Dodge Dunning, by which

the entire background was shot first and the film run through the camera again, the figures

being superimposed in the second taking. I have never used it myself, so I will quote D. A.

Spencer on the subject since he describes it so concisely

:

'In this system a film of the scenery in which it is required that the acting is to appear to take
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place is toned a transparent yellow of the panchromatic negative film. The actors are lit with

yellow light and perform in front of a brilliantly lit purple background. Wherever yellow light

is reflected from the actors it passes unhindered through the transparent yellow printing mask

and records as an image of the actors on the panchromatic film. Wherever the blue light from

the background meets the yellow image in the camera gate it is absorbed, since blue is com-

plementary to yellow, and as a result, so far as the blue light is concerned, the yellow image

acts as an ordinary black silver image would in that it stops light in proportion to its density

at any point, and a print of the yellow image, therefore, records on the rear film wherever the

blue light falls. As the actors move in front of the blue blackground they prevent blue light

from reaching the film and so prevent the "scenery" film from printing, their own yellow-lit

figures recording in its place.'

The disadvantage in this process is that the actor cannot react to anything that is in the

background because he cannot see it.

The SchuflFtan process was the invention of Schufftan, the cameraman who made Quai

des Brumes, and was a development from the model shot. In front of the camera is placed a thin

sheet of optical glass roughly 18 in x 24 in, the surface of which has been silvered. This mirror

is placed at an angle of 45° to the camera and into it at a right angle to the camera is reflected

a model, a photograph or a diapositive (lighted from behind) representing, let us say, the

corner of a London square; the model is built to a scale of 1 in to 1 ft. But should we want a

girl to appear at one of the windows in this street and a man to emerge from one of the door-

ways, we scrape away that portion of the silver surface that reflects these two objects, so that

when we look through the camera we see reflected the model of the Paris street except where

we have scraped the silver away; and there we see right through the glass. The holes in the

glass are next filled up by building, at the correct

perspective distance behind the glass, the door and

window in their natural size, the window, of course,

being built at the top of a scaffold. In front of these

the action can take place and combined with the

reflected image of the street gives a complete picture.

I have employed this process for innumerable subjects

and am convinced that when care is taken in its use it

is the most adaptable and controllable process in use

to-day. When used in combination with the split-matt

shot there is no end to its possibilities. You can float

a model ship in a tank of water and merge it with

actual sea and sky; or reflect a model tower on to a

ruined castle, thus making it complete; or, suppose

you have a landscape that is perfect except for an

offending building which you cannot take down, you

just mirror that portion of the glass where the building

appears and reflect some trees and bushes in its place,

or even another building. It will naturally be seen

that any part in front of which action takes place has

Monte Crista:

a model-shot in the process of being made,

and the finished result



to be built; any part not used can be reflected from a model, painting, or photograph.

The split-matt shot is a very old photographic trick, and was used quite successfully in

The Great Train Robbery in 1903, and also in a most spectacular moment in Intolerance when

the barbaric hordes are advancing on Babylon. It was used in the old days by still photo-

graphers, then later in studios, chiefly to get real skies into exterior scenes that had been shot

in the studio. To do this a mask obliterating the sky was cut to the outline of the roofs of the

buildings built in the studio and this mask was placed in the camera gate during all the studio

work. The film was re-wound and the sky mask removed, and replaced by another mask

covering the buildings. The cameraman then searched for the sky he wanted, ran the film

through again, and, when developed, he had the combined photograph.

If you were to design a film fantasy in which some characters were wandering through some

fantastic town one would only build up to about 8 ft in actuality, just enough to cover any

action; all above that would be blacked out or 'matted'. One might then have a photographic

enlargement made of one of the frames one had shot and the blacked-out part would

appear white; on this one would sketch the continuations of the fantastic houses which could

then be built or painted and the film exposed again to take in this additional painted or

modelled section: this time, of course, the lower part would be 'matted out'.

Rome Express (Gaumont-British): the famous train. In the background may be seen the model of a railway station;

the train in the foreground and the model in the background were combined into one shot by the Shufftan process
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When making a drawing for a set in which, let us say, the upper portion has to be made in

model to be shot by the model process or the Schufftan process, first make a front elevation of

the whole set. Then draw with a red pencil a dividing line between those pieces to be built in

miniature and those which are to be built life-size, and simply mark the model section to be

built 1 in to 1 ft, the other part naturally being built full-size. It is always useful to make your

dividing line follow some feature in the architecture or landscape.

In photographing all these trick shots lenses with great depth of focus are used, in order that

the near object may be equally in focus with the distant object. Find out which lens will be

used before you make your drawing or you will be calculating with the wrong perspective.

Ghosts, as seen in the Topper pictures, are generally achieved in the laboratories by com-

bining a number of prints, one of which acts as a 'travelling' matt. The colossal precision of

modern optical printing is such that very little split-matt work is done nowadays with the

camera in the studios: it is nearly all done in the laboratories with the printing machines.

But all these processes have always made directors nervous because few of them understood

anything about them, and art directors on the whole seldom bothered to study them; with the

consequence that we still find companies who claim to be businesslike travelling hundreds of

miles to get natural backings in front of which their actors can move freely.

Now come the photographic backgrounds. There are the 'moving backgrounds', which are

the ordinary filmed scenes projected on to a sheet of glass, celluloid or oiled canvas. These

'screens' sometimes measure 25 ftx50 ft and in front of them a small set or "foreground' is

built upon which the actors perform and behind them some action takes place on the screen

to which they can re-act. The whole scene is re-recorded in another camera synchronized with

the projection of the background. The subject matter that is back-projected can be anything

from a passing train from which someone waves, to a model of an explosion only a few inches

square which, being enlarged to fill the screen, assumes a new proportion in relation to the

actor.

The still backgrounds are made in a similar way to lantern slides, on heat-proof glass and

projected through a water-cooled projector or steriopticon on to cellulose screens.

The third way is to make an enlarged photograph and paste it upon a canvas backing with

one or more pieces in silhouette in front of

it, like cut-cloths and ground rows in the

theatre, only the photograph takes the

place of the painting. I once had a perfect

backing enlarged by Autotypes from two

Leica negatives up to 120 ftx30 ft.

Still back-projected backgrounds are

being used more extensively now that

better projectors are available—but great

care is needed when linking the foreground

to the background in order to ensure that

the perspective and tonal values are the

same in both.

Sawn-off tree-tops against a dull sky backing,

to represent the \ie\v seen from a third-floor

window in a Bloomsbury house
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To get moving clouds upon a backcloth,

sheets of glass measuring 3 ft by 8 ft are

treated by the scenic artists to represent

cloud effects. Some artists paint these clouds

with their fingers and thumbs dipped in

water paint, and by painting different sets of

clouds on two or three sheets of glass and

mounting them in front of arc-lamps so that

they are projected on to the white backcloth,

a certain amount of movement can be

effected by moving one or more of these

sheets in a given direction. Many of these

methods can be used together with surpris-

ingly good results. In each case the success of

the method depends on the ability of the'user,

and all of them can be experimented with in

a small way with a 16-mm camera.

Theodora: a

Cines produc-

tion of 1913,

when Italian

companies built

their back-

grounds full size

Rhodes of

Africa: a large

photographic

backing in use,

with a film

tree-trunk in the

foreground.

Note how the

huts in the back-

ing are repeated

again in the

foreground
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THE PROPERTY DEPARTMENT

The property room is the most fantastic and therefore the most entertaining part of the whole

studio. When visitors are shown round a studio they spend most of their time looking at the

weird conglomeration of articles that stack the shelves below and hang from the girders above

in this department. When properly run, it is sub-divided into three smaller departments and

one large one. In the large one, which is nothing more than a gigantic old curiosity shop, are

kept the 'props'—thousands of odds and ends that one can never buy when wanted in a hurry,

and this collection enlarges as film after fihn is made, leaving behind innumerable bits and

pieces which the property master treasures. On one of the racks in this department you may
find hundreds of opened and unopened (but unfortunately empty) bottles of wine, so that a

Hungarian count can call for his Tokay, a Yorkshireman for his stingo, and an Arab for his

zibib, and the property man has them all. Unluckily for the actors, they are generally filled

with various strengths of cochineal and water for still drinks and Coca-Cola and soda-water for

sparkling ones. On another shelf you may find telephones, dozens of them, from the weird

little boxes with handles and bells which you find in provincial offices to those strange-looking

affairs that are always to be found on police officers' desks in France.

Old knife-cleaners, barometers, books and newspapers of all shapes and sizes, bootjacks,

beer-engines, jewels, oil lamps, and bags of gold coins are here; in fact, everything that you

cannot get by ringing somebody up and hiring them. A good outside buyer knows in advance

the type of films his company is producing and always keeps in touch with the art department to

hear what projects are on foot, so that he can continually be enlarging his stock with things

that are sure to be called for later on.

In the other three departments within the prop room you find the upholsterers and curtain-

hangers, property makers, and a large empty space where the special furniture that is hired

can be brought in and stacked before being put on the set and brought together again after-

wards before it is returned to the hirer.

The curtain department or 'drapes' is generally situated upstairs. One end of the room goes

right through to the room below, so that the curtains can hang from poles to the length of

20 and 30 ft. This soft furnishing or upholsterers' department undertakes the making of all the

pelmets and the hanging of the numberless cmtains that go to furnish nearly every set. It also

upholsters all the furniture built in the studio and re-covers the hired furniture so that it tones

in with any given colour scheme. Most time, however, is taken up in machining together the

miles and miles of hessian and cahco sheeting that are used to cover floors, walls, and backings

of nearly every set put up. One thousand and thirty-six yards of canvas 4 ft 6 in wide are used

in one 470 ft panoramic backcloth for one of the larger stages at Denham or Pinewood and on

to this have to be machined 334 yards of webbing: then 100 brass eyelets are punched through

top and bottom for securing the backcloth to the rails above and below.

As windows with glass in them often flash badly in the lens as they are being opened, grey

mosquito netting is sometimes tacked into the sash by the 'drapes' department in place of

glass : this generally gives a much better effect from a distance.

If any form of backing is being used outside the window or beyond a built horizon it is

always advisable to hang grey mosquito netting some 10 ft in front of it, as this helps to give
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a sense of aerial perspective. With built perspective backings I have sometimes inserted two or

three lots of netting at different points between the pieces of gradually diminishing perspective.

This gives even greater sense to depth.

Dyeing and bleaching is done in this department too ... all white materials are dyed

yellow or grey so that they are not too startUng under the intense lights.

In the property-maker's room Hves the wizard of the studio. He is always experimenting with

new compositions with which to get the multitudinous effects that he is called on to supply.

Latex, rubber solution, glues, Rhodoid, cellophane, resinous plastics, Perspex, and ingenuity

—these are his materials. He is an inventor, a chemist, a bit of an artist, and an engineer. He

builds dummy horses that Ue freezing in the snow or get ridden over by other horses; he makes

the dimmiy figures, weighted so that they fall with natural jerks from high places ; machine-

guns that belch fire without firing a shot, this being done by running a thin pipe from one of the

studio gas jets to the machine-gun, which has a concealed pilot light near the nozzle and a

make-and-break action allowing the gas to escape and ignite in short bxu-sts; he is also the

keeper of that marvellous instrument known as the cobweb machine, which never fails to

enthral aU who see it working.

The property staff is very different from any other staff in the studio. In comparison it has

many more sub-departmental heads and fewer actual labourers. The personnel is divided

roughly as follows : the property master (the man with the card-index mind) ; his assistant, who

records the incoming and outgoing of all things hired ; the outside buyer, who is really attached

to the art department, but works with the property master and has to be able to buy or hire

anything from the giant cogwheels of an eighteenth-century windmill to a twentieth-century

fire engine or a seventeenth-century spinet ; the property maker and his assistants (the artists

and inventors of the department). The upholsterers and the property men are divided again

into those that work in the shops and the floor men. Those who stay in the property room know

where everything is and are able to get it the moment it is called for. The floor props are the

men who assist in placing the furniture upon the set and stand by during the whole action of the

film ready to move anything or make any practicals work when the director calls for them.

Then there are the runners, who are young and energetic and dash between the floor of the

studio and the prop room when anything is wanted that is not already there. The man in charge

of the floor props is generally a man skilled in the use of fire-arms, pyrotechnics, and the like,

as he is responsible for their use when the time comes. Sometimes this job is undertaken by a

group known as ' special effects '.

It would be impossible to write a single chapter on the property room, because most of the

effects created in films originate from that department, and as nearly every fihn calls for some

new effect or variations on an old one, it would require a volume Hke Mrs Beeton's cookery

book to cover it and it would take some years to compile, since methods employed in different

studios differ tremendously one from another; I can only give here a very rough idea of how a

few of the effects are achieved, so that the would-be art director does not get a shock when he

finds from his script that he is expected to control the elements as well as design the sets.
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FILM EFFECTS

The majority of eflFects used in the films to-day came originally from the theatre, but recent

chemical research has helped the fikns to go still further. The number of synthetic materials and

solutions now available make the property maker's and special effects man's life much easier.

The inventive mind in these departments can find a solution to most problems and we have

only just started to solve some of them. Although new methods are tried out on nearly every

film, some of the old ones are still unsurpassed, and those that I shall enumerate have all

proved useful to me. I give them here so that beginners can first get to know them and then, as

time goes by, improve upon them.

As I have tried to explain before, the art director or designer is responsible for the emotional

content of his background and sometimes this is produced by a single windswept tree or a

lonely figure on a misty heath ... so we will start with the elements!

The effect of Wind is created by mounting giant fans on to movable trollies so that they can

be ranged side by side in batteries or wheeled round to any special place. They can agitate up

to 8,000 cub ft of air per minute. Wind machines make a lot of noise and therefore can only be

used in scenes over which the dialogue can be dubbed later. On exterior sets greater power is

needed on account of the greater areas generally included in the shot, and for that purpose old

aero-engines, mounted on strong bases, give the best results. Sometimes, when a concentrated

blast is required at a special point, a tunnel of soft material is made some 3 ft in diameter

supported at 4 ft intervals by split cane or iron hoops, the whole tunnel measuring 10 to 50 ft

in length, sometimes even more. At one end of this a 3 ft diameter electric fan is placed and

this concentrates all the wind pressure on to one place : the soft tunnel helps to deaden the

sound. A silent wind machine can be made to just agitate the air by rotating a number of

giant paddles made of three-ply or varnished canvas on iron frames. This takes up a lot of

room, but is most effective.

Snow can be of many different kinds. For falling snow very small feathers are sometimes

used, as they fly about very effectively when two or three small electric fans are placed around

the set. Some studios prefer the old-fashioned method of dropping cornflakes, small particles of

tissue paper, expanded Styrene or Perspex shavings from above the set through a 'snow drum'.

The snow drum is a cylinder of metal some 30 ft in length and 4 ft in diameter, perforated with

different-sized holes ; in fact, it resembles a ballast sifter and works like one, only of course it is

much hghter. The particles of paper or cornflakes are poured into this cylinder and as it turns

gently above the set the pieces sift through. It is tiirned by hand at one end by a man working

from a spotting rail. The only really effective snow, and the method I have always used myself,

is made by concealing at different points all round the set property men, each armed with an

electric heater and an electric fan. The fan is mounted just behind the heater and facing towards

the set. The man is supphed with a quantity of Meta-fuel cubes (which are a form of soUdified

methylated spirit and chalk generally used for heating curUng irons or kettles for picnics).

By pressing these cubes upon the surface of the hot-plate either gently or heavily, light or

thick vapours are given off which congeal in the air and are broken up into small particles by

the fans behind. This method can be used outside on location just as effectively.
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For snow on the ground I have seen some studios actually use salt, but this has a most

disastrous effect upon any copper cables or electric gear in the studio, apart from the boots and

shoes of those walking upon it—so never use it. Naphtha is also used, but gives off a terrible

smell under the strong lights. I prefer to use marble dust, which can be got cheaply in three

or four different grades and has a lovely glistening effect which can be added to here and there

by sprinkling a little naphtha on top. When this is being laid, however, the property men should

wear masks, as the particles of dust that get into the nose are often very irritating.

Meta-fuel cannot be used when a character has to enter a doorway and the snow is seen

falling outside, since the particles of snow would be sucked in through the doorway and would

hoverround in theroom ; for effects seen through doorways and windows the old cornflakemethod

is best if there is insufiicient room for back-projecting a snow scene. Snow on the shoulders is

best taken from the icebox in the refrigerator, as it soon melts on getting under the lights.

Another method is to poiir a solution of starch over a heated metal cylinder. As the starch dries

it is detached by a blade that rests along the side of the cyUnder. By altering the angle of the

blade the flakes become larger or smaller. Beware of Pyrene foam, which some recommend,

for it kills and discolours leaves and grass.

Rain. Many companies favour building vast grids of 2 in iron barrel that zigzag over the

set and that have fine perforations 1 in apart on top. A hose-pipe is harnessed to either end of

the zigzag and more or less pressure added according to the extent the cocks are opened. I

prefer using two or three hoses to which have been connected Ferriol nozzles. These can be

hired from makers of fire extinguishers and give a most beautiful spray of water which can be

directed to any position. It is quite often unnecessary, for instance, to have the back of a set

drenched in water when it is right out of focus, and a small spray of water round the characters

in the foreground is sufficient. To protect small sections of the floor of the studio on these

occasions, it should be covered with tarpauUns with the edges held up by 8 in planks and

brackets, a small electric pump drawing off any surplus water from a previously arranged sump

between takes. When large areas are under water, care has to be taken that there is a big enough

fall in the ground level to carry the water quickly to a sump so that it can be pumped away. Over

large areas it is best to cover the floor with heavy paper and spread hot bitumen upon it in the

same way that bitumastic floors are laid. The paper just stops it sticking to the studio floor and

the bitumen, which need only be | in thick, can easily be raised afterwards. Some studios keep

a stock of bittunastic slabs about 3 ft by 2 ft which only need jointing together.

Hail is worked like snow through a drum, with broken moth-balls instead of cornflakes.

Fog. The type of fog used varies according to the cameraman and the susceptibihty of the

stars. Some fog is made by putting a couple of white smoke bombs into a wooden box with a

heavy lid and two handles, and just before the take the lid is opened and the box is carried in

and out across the set, and the smoke is broken up by switching on an electric fan for a second

or two. When this is back-Ughted it gives a magnificent effect, but it makes actors with delicate

throats choke a little. Another method is to place two or three frames of stretched grey and

white gauze in front of the camera, starting the first one 8 ft from the lens and leaving spaces

of about 4 ft between each. By very gently moving the second screen so that the light catches

it at some times more than others a good effect of variable density of fog is attained.

Probably the best effect from all points of view is to havetwo or three powerful paint spray-guns

placed at points of vantage round the set, spraying Nugol instead of paint into the air,
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which because of its light oily nature hovers and slowly falls without doing anybody any harm,

except for making their hair a little greasy after a number of takes. Nugol or diesel oil can also

be used in the same way as I have described the use of Meta-fuel for making snow, only the oil

is dripped or sprayed on to the hot plate with an air gun, giving off vapours which are dis-

persed with a fan. This gives a denser fog than the ordinary Nugol through a spray-gun.

Machines have been contrived in some studios whereby diesel oil is sprayed through a

nozzle that has been heated by an electric element which can be altered to any temperature by

a resistance, in order to be able to vary the density of the smoke by raising or lowering the heat.

In all cases where smoke is used to create the impression of fogs and mists, it must be remem-

bered that if they are to be represented as lying in layers, this cannot be done properly unless

the studios are heated accordingly. In a hot studio the vapours rise immediately, but in a cold

studio with previously wetted floors the vapours will hang low and give an excellent effect.

Recent experiments in camouflage have resulted in a vast quantity of service equipment being

made available for more elaborate forms of smoke screens, etc, all of which can be adapted to

film work.

Ice. When ice is required for ice ballets, lakes, etc, firms who contract for this type of work

for the theatre, lay special pipes for the purpose, as in a skating rink. When small effects

are required or close-ups of people falling into water through the ice, the water is covered

with hot paraflSn wax which on setting gives a very realistic effect. Icicles are made by dipping

tow into paraflSn wax and allowing it to set in long drips and afterwards tacking them along

the edges of roofs or wherever else they are required. Just as good results can be obtained,

however, by doing the same thing with plaster, only it does not look so transparent for close-

ups. When working in a refrigerated studio make-belief is not necessary.

Earthquakes and collapses are nearly always done by a mixture of one or two processes.

For instance, you can make a model of a building which collapses and photograph it and back-

project this so that the actor in the foreground reacts to it, while only a small amount of dust

and cork bricks are dropped upon him and one or two carefully planned beams of balsa wood

fall down in the foreground. Or two platforms can be arranged so that they open wdth jagged

edges and people fall through them, while the collapse in the background is secured by the

Dunning process. Whatever method is used, remember that pieces of flying timber should be of

balsa wood. Rubble and stone should be made up by mixing sawdust and size together and

letting it set into knobbly lumps ; chunks of concrete should be made from compressed cork

chips, and then you will not be disliked by the performers.

Guns and explosions in warhke scenes are always tricky, since they can do a lot of damage.

Guns are sometimes made by encasing iron water-pipes in plaster moulds, putting bags of

gunpowder or magnesium powder (or both mixed) down the muzzles, and firing them with

electric detonators. Explosions, seeming to come from falHng shells or gun-fire, are made by

digging holes here and there in the ground and placing in them small or large explosive charges

fired by electric detonators with remote controls, and covering the holes with sawdust and other

Hght rubbish. These explosions are, of course, plotted with the knowledge of the characters,

and are fired from cues given by the director or his assistant.

When arranging for explosion effects remember that a lot of dust flying up and about only

obscures vision and does not give a very dramatic effect. Sink your holes about 3 ft, lay your

charge—say one large 'thunder-flash'—on top of this place a bucket of sawdust and then fill
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up with balls of paper varying in size from that of an orange to that of a melon, covering the

whole with a few hght turfs (make the balls of paper fairly loose and just dip them in thick size

and lay them out in the sun ; they dry quickly and keep their shape). When this type of mine is

detonated the 'lumps' that fly up are very much more efiective. Since the last war much know-

ledge has been obtained from battle-schools. Special charges made to imitate real shells, bombs,

and smoke screens are now obtainable from the manufacturers.

Fires and flaming buildings are generally real when shot on exterior or model shots back-

projected behind the characters in the studio ; but it is often found necessary to bring an actor

in through such a thing as a flaming door. In this case lycopodium pots are used. These pots

are made of tin and are much wider at the top than at the bottom and rather resemble a wide-

topped flower pot. They are filled with lycopodium and are covered with a perforated hd, in

the centre of which is a burning wick ; rubber tubes enter the bottoms of the pots and the

property men control them by blowing more or less air through the tube. The lycopodium

blown through the perforations is ignited by the wick and throws up a very vivid flame.

Lycopoditim is only inflammable when it is volatile and is therefore very controllable and fairly

safe. But it is always safest to go to reputable firework manufacturers, who will coucoct any

kind of safe explosive that is required provided they are given a few days' notice, and these

can all be fired by electric detonators from remote controls.

Blood is not allowed to be seen suddenly welling from a wound, though certain kinds of

directors Uke shooting such scenes and cutting them out later ! If the character is shot he is

generally seen to register shock and then clutch himself, which is a very natural movement and

helps because in the palm of his hand he conceals a little rubber finger-stall which has been

pricked with a pin and filled with liquid make-up, so that when he presses his hand against the

part afiected the make-up squirts through the pin-prick, giving the desired gory eflect. Arrows

being shot into people, knives thrown into walls, etc., are done by stopping the camera and

placing the knife in the object or by flicking it out from behind the object on a spring while the

camera is running. When this is cut properly it is impossible to detect the fake. For special

effects, when arrows or knives are seen to strike the wall all round the hero, professional shots

are employed to do the job. When bullets are to be registered as pitting the wall the effect is

achieved by sinking small detonators in the wall, greasing the hole, and fiUing with dryish

plaster. When fired, the detonator blows away the plaster stopping, leaving a natural looking

bullet hole.

Glass when broken or shot out of a man's hand is often made of sugar. I once had to employ

a Toffee-King from a fair-ground to make hundreds of bottles and glasses that were to

be broken up in a public house-brawl, and we all Uved on toffee for the rest of the pro-

duction.

Glass ornaments can either be cut out of sheet glass and twisted into shape or joined together

over a gas jet, or moulded under steam pressure from sheets of Perspex, or cast from plaster

moulds in ordinary gelatine.

When flexible hands, feet or heads are required in battlefield scenes it is useful to take a cast

direct into plaster of Paris. If a hand, for example, is pressed on to a lump of clay, so that the

clay rises up to about half the thickness of the fingers, the back of the hand, having been

thoroughly well greased with tallow is then covered with plaster of Paris. This dries very quickly,

and lifting the hand off the clay the underside is then cast also, thus making a box-mould
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hand. This box-moiild is then shellacked, greased, and a certain amount of Latex poured

in and circulated round the mould until it sets. Then a bit more is added until the desired thick-

ness is obtained. The result is a flexible, clammy hand, which when painted becomes so Uke a

real member that it is positively revolting, but greatly admired by directors who make the sort

of pictures in which such things are required. In some of the early Russian and uncensored

American films there are quite a number of close-ups in battle scenes when gun carriages are

seen to roll over the prostrate forms of human beings, who, unknown to the public, are only

made of a concoction of glue and treacle similar to that used for printers' rollers or, as I have

mentioned before, from Latex.

Imitating forms of nature will always be the difficult job for the property man, though in

1798 there was a property master and machinist at Drury Lane who felt equal to such tasks.

Once when he was asked to get in a real elephant from the Royal Menagerie at Exeter 'Change

for a certain show he made answer, 'If I can't make a better elephant than that at the Exeter

'Change I deserve to be hanged.

'

Large trees, as I have already explained on page 79, have their trunks made up in the plaster

department, but the branches are added by the props. When a scene is of very short duration

and evergreen oak branches or some other evergreens are used, they are generally sprayed

freely with Nugol to make them glisten, but if the scene is likely to be used for more than two

days branches are stripped of their natiual foliage and artificial foliage made of glued calico

dyed green is added. To support saplings and small trees I always use 18 in lengths of iron

barrel welded to three flat feet. These are easy to place and screw down and trees or branches

can be put into them as you would put flowers into a pot. For scenes in which blossom is to

figure, this is always applied to dead branches by the property department, who keep ample

supplies of apple blossom, as this seems popular for love scenes.

Hedges, particularly yew hedges, which look very effective in garden sequences, are made by

building a rough framework of wood to the shape required and covering it with 1 in mesh

wire-netting. Into this mesh is threaded small sprigs of yew, box, or better still, holly, since at

a distance it becomes indistinguishable as such and gives a less artificial effect than yew. These

vast hollow hedges are very useful since they can be carried about with ease.

Haystacks are made in the same way; a framework drum is built and covered with wire,

and straw threaded into it. This need not always be built in full round, and half-rounds 12 ft

high can easily be carried by one property man.

Tropical foliage is the easiest to imitate, since it grows on such a large scale. Proper full-

size drawings have to be made and then the leaves are cut from sheets of gauze or canvas and

surfaced with brown paper and glue upon an armature of iron wire or spht cane. When the

leaves have to be very bold in shape the pattern is first cut out in fine wire gaxxze, veins of cord

or string are glued on to it, and muslin is pasted over all, after which it is painted : the wire

gauze allows one to bend it into any shape, which it will then retain.

Raffia grass mats have long gone out of use for grass and it is now found cheaper and better

to have real turfs, although it must be remembered that under studio fighting tuif that would

look good on a lawn looks just like a door-mat. The rougher type of turf where the grass is

two or three inches long gives a much better effect when photographed.

The tendrils that hang from trees in tropical jungles have always been a great delight to

artists, since they put over the jungle feeUng so easily. They are long lengths of scrim that have
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been twisted up and dipped into brown plaster and allowed to set, with every now and then

frayed ends of rope stuck in to represent smaller tendrils and roots.

Now that flowers can be imitated so perfectly, it is much better to use the imitation than the

real thing, particularly if evergreen foliage such as laurel, ilex or rosemary is mixed in with

them. When real flowers have to be used they cause quite a lot of trouble, since they continually

change shape under the heat of the lamps, and rushing them backwards and forwards from the

property room to prevent their drooping is a tiresome job. Only in extreme close-up is a fake

detectable, though I have seen prop flowers which would not pass even at a distance. As usual

the making of such things requires the perception and touch of the artist.

For log FIRES it is always useful to have a number of logs cast in fireclay from real ones that

have been half burnt through, and when these are properly arranged over specially made gas

jets they look very well. In any up-to-date studio gas can be tapped on the studio floor and

pipes can bring it to the fire on the set. A piece of gas barrel that has been drilled unevenly with

holes of difiierent gauges lets the gas through so that the flames do not look too regular.

The other old-fashioned method is to dip lumps of felt into a mixture of methylated spirit

and paraflin or turpentine, but this is both smelly and dangerous. If a fire has to flare up

suddenly when something has been thrown into it, lycopodium should be used: see page 110.

The star turn of the property room has long been the making of cobwtebs. This is one of the

simplest of achievements and very useful to create an impression of age and reality. Webs can

be spun so that they look very fine, like those you see in the corners of old barns, or coarse and

ragged, like those in the tropics. A small bell-shaped container of the size of an ordinary

drinking-glass is attached to the centre screw of an ordinary electric fan ; another screw from

the centre of the container holds on a lid which can be screwed up tight or loosened as reqtiired.

The container is filled with a mixture of rubber solution that has been thinned with methylated

spirit to the consistency of thin paint, and the cap is screwed down so that an apert\xre is left

of the thickness of a thin razor blade. When the electric fan is put into motion the container

revolves and, because of its shape, the liquid runs up the side and escapes from the crack left

between container and cap. Because of the narrowness of this opening the Hquid only comes out

in a very thin spray and this is immediately blown forward by the force of the fan behind. The

strands thus made stick to anything in their way, and when dusted over with Fuller's earth

become spider's webs.

Interiors of taxis and other vehicles when not shot in the real thing are built up in half-

sections in the studio and mounted on a rostrum with four heavy coiled springs under the

corners. This allows the property man to give it the necessary vibrations, and back projection

through back or side windows showing passing vehicles, houses, or landscapes gives the

desired effect of movement. To give the effect of variations in light caused by passing vehicles or

gaps in the houses, alamp is placed in the foreground behind the camera facing in towards the set,

and a drum with unequal perforations is revolved round the lamp Uke a gigantic lampshade.

For scenes in which a character is seen hurrying through streets, as for example in Pepe la

Moke's dash through the Caspar in Algiers, the Algerian background would be secured abroad.

This would be back-projected and the actor would stand on a treadmill that was turning against

him, thus creating the desired movement of running. This method is a relic of days gone by

when a famous London music-hall installed a treadmill which ran the full length of the stage

and upon which two horses could race against a moving panoramic background.
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In all cases where disasters or any other highly emotional movements are represented upon

the screen, remember that although the representation may be very convincing on the studio

floor, when photographed the sequence may just be ordinary, and that an impression of disaster

is nearly always best created by suggestion through clever cutting than by a demonstration

of the actuality.

Now before I end this book let me once more remind you of George Pearson's words:

' ... by the selection and arrangement of visual components the imagination is aroused in

the onlooker, and emotion follows in his heart spontaneously. To the visuals that he (the

onlooker) sees, he instantaneously imagines others unseen, and through his mind with lightning

speed there flashes a complete sequence. . .
.'

Unluckily, those most interested in making films are generally realists

who worship realism and believe that their audiences, like themselves, lack

imagination. It is of course just the reverse, but milUons more will be

spent before it is discovered that it is not through lack of money and

machines that great films are not made, but through lack of artists and

ideas. The technician, alas, can only reproduce, but the true artist, finally

developed, becomes a teacher and a prophet to his race and whether he

knows it or not depicts emotions which, by a process of mental contagion,

generate sympathetically other emotions, and thus teach other men io feel

ideas which they could not comprehend in their abstract form. . . .

Upon our studies, oxu- devotion and enthusiasm must depend the thoughts

and emotions of coming generations, for the film has become the most

popular of the arts and through it millions derive their entire inspiration
Convoy (a.t.p., 1939):,.-.,, a scene showing

and perception of emotional values. »;r r. j • xt i*^ ^ McBnde spraying Nugol
Never before in history has the artist been in a position to command such across the set

a gigantic audience; never before was he so responsible to civilization. to represent mist

A cobweb machine

^s^l^^^^^^Mjg*



The following note on the projecting of drawings is to help those who are already familiar with

architectural perspective but to whom it may seem that a drawing that is not made in correct

perspective is required to be built exactly as sketched in order to get the desired ' effect\

Many artists are disappointed when after having made a drawing full of character they find it

reproduced on the stage with all the perspective corrected and the crooked lines made straight—
in other words an architectural rendering of their original sketch. The following description of

perspective projection as used in a film studio was made for me by my friend Frank White.

APPENDIX A

Projection may be briefly defined as a graphic method of arriving at a three-dimensional

structure which will, when viewed through the correct lens from a given point, exactly

coincide with a predetermined two-dimensional picture.

This picture is the art director's original sketch; and since it is to be projected, not simply

used as a rough general guide, it represents exactly the picture he wishes to appear on the

screen when the scene is shot. Any distortions, deliberate or accidental, will be reproduced

automatically when the set is btiilt. Walls may have to be buUt leaning from the vertical, doors

may be twice their normal width, floors may slope up or ceilings down, but the finished set will

match exactly with the sketch, and all the drama integrated in the original will appear in the

screen picture.

To follow the process of projection in detail, let us start with an imaginary and very simple

sketch. It is bounded by a border of screen proportions (22 : 16) and in this case maybe assumed

to be accurate in all respects, with no distortion (figure 1).

If the drawing were painted on glass and held vertically before the eye so as to fill the

angle of vision, it is obvious that a sohd three-dimensional cube could be built which would

exactly coincide with the cube on the drawing. When these conditions are fulfilled, the Lines

of vision from object to eye pass through the equivalent point in the drawing.

It is also clear that an infinite number of real cubes would fulfil these conditions, getting

larger as the distance from the point of vision increases (figure 2).

In the example, however, there is a determining factor—the hirnian figure—which gives a

definite scale to the cube. Assuming the man in the picture to be an average height of 6 ft,

it is obvious that the cube required must also be 6 ft high.

The size of the cube having been determined, it follows that, for any given relationship of

drawing and point of vision, the distance between cube and point of vision may be fixed.

It is not, of course, necessary for a human figiu^e to be introduced into the drawing. There

are many indications of scale which may be selected by an experienced draughtsman—^the

height of a door, a handrail, or a step, for example, are sufficient to give scale to a complete

and often complex set.
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CAMERA ANGLES
So far, the general principles which lie behind the projection of a sketch have been discussed.

Before a description of the practical application of these principles can be given, one further

factor must be introduced. The point of vision has been assumed to be the human eye ; this

must now be replaced by the camera's eye, which has a fixed angle of vision. There is a selection

of lenses of various sizes in common use, of which the 24 mm, 35 mm, 40 mm, 50 mm, and

75 mm may be cited as examples. The particular lens which is to be used must be known before

the art director's sketch can be accurately reproduced on the strip of film.

Taking our average human figure, it will be seen from the diagram that the relationship

between drawing, actuality, and camera point is considerably affected by a change of lens.

Figure 3 shows this relationship as viewed (at a) through a 24 mm lens, and (at b) through a

50 mm lens.

PICTURE PLANE

3.
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A film draughtsman is equipped with a set of triangles each cut to the effective angle of

vision of a given lens. A typical example of such a 'camera angle' is shown in figure 4.

The true field of vision of the lens is circular, but in effect a portion is masked off, so that

the effective field of vision is contained in a frame of proportion 22 : 16. The proportions are

marked off on the 'camera angle', the horizontal proportion representing the full angle and

the vertical proportion subtending a narrower angle produced by the masking of the lens.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

It is obviously impracticable to project direct from the sketch to a full-size three-dimensional

set. But any three-dimensional object can be set down on paper to a given scale and represented

by means of plan and section, and, since the set is proportional to the art director's drawing,

the scale drawings of the set are also proportional. So in practice the draughtsman projects

from the sketch the scale drawings from which the set is built.

Stage I (figure 5). With the selected camera angle project back from the frame of the picture.

(The horizontal dimension is turned through 90 degrees for convenience to bring the plan

directly below the elevation.) It will be seen that because the angles containing horizontal and

vertical fields of vision are proportional, the distances between frame and camera point in

horizontal and vertical planes will be equal (ab = cd). The edges of the frame to which the

angles are applied represent the horizontal and vertical 'picture planes' and all points on the

drawing must be brought to these planes before being projected.

Stage 2. Select points in the drawing from which a scale can be established. For example,

we know that the height of the cube must be 6 ft, so the position of the front edge of the cube

is established on the picture plane, and the top and bottom points projected back to the camera
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5.

C SCALE POSITION OF SET « CAMERA o

HEIGHT OF CAMEIU
mOM GROUND UVtl

point. We now know that the height of the cube on the scale drawing must be represented by a

vertical bounded by these two converging lines. It is now only necessary to find the position

where the converging Unes are 6 ft apart at some convenient scale (usually :i in to 1 ft). We
have now established the scale position of the set in relation to the camera (distance CD,

figure 6).
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7.

Stage 3. The position of this edge of the cube may next be established as a point on the plan,

by projecting vertically downwards from the elevation and across from the drawing, until the

two lines intersect. By cross-projecting other points, plan and elevation may be built up as at

figure 7. A moment's consideration of the projected drawings will show that although the plan

is true in all respects, the elevation is a projection from the plan, and therefore not suitable as

it stands for use as a working drawing. The heights on the elevation are correct, but horizontal

measxirements, being on obUque planes, are not true scale dimensions.

The next step, therefore, is to prepare the final working drawings, from the projected dia-

gram, taking horizontal dimensions from the projected plan and vertical measurements from

the projected elevation.

CONCLUSION
The foregoing is necessarily a very condensed description of a diffuse and complicated subject,

and it has only been possible in the space available to outUne the general guiding principles.

Many common problems have not been touched upon. A forced perspective in the original

sketch or a projection with a different camera angle to that envisaged when the sketch was

made will result in distortions in the projected drawings. A sketch introducing vertical per-

spective (that is, looking up or down at the object sketched) will result in a projected ground

line which is inclined from the horizontal, and which must be corrected by an equivalent

tilting of the camera from the horizontal.

These and similar problems can be solved by a common-sense application of the principles

laid down, but a thorough understanding can only be arrived at by working out such problems

in practice on the drawing-board.
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A SHORT GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Ageing Various methods used to obtain the efiFect

of age on a set, such as spraying with dark water-

paint to represent dust; rubbing down with wax;

cracking paint by mixing various varnishes, etc.

Art Director Also referred to as Production

Designer or Designer. An artist who supplies the

designs for the backgrounds to a film (and sometimes

the costumes) and is responsible for their being built

and decorated in the studio.

Camera Angles A set of various pieces of celluloid

cut to the correct degrees governed by the angle view

obtained by a camera using any specific lens; the

angle being governed by the 16 mm x 22 mm mask

and the relative distances between the film and the

focal point of the lens used.

Cloud Glass A large sheet of plate glass on which

clouds have been painted; projected on to a canvas

backcloth by means of a powerful arc light.

Cobweb Machine A mechanical device for making

imitation cobwebs by extruding a very fine thread of

rubber solution from a rotating container and blowing

it on to any surface by means of an electric fan.

Continuity Sketches Simplified sketches for each

camera set-up showing angle of shot, grouping of

figures, etc.; often carried out by a sketch artist.

Cost Sheets The daily returns from the accounts

department indicating how much has been spent to

date upon a production.

Cover Shot A shot not specified in the script, but

made in case it is required to link up certain action.

Cut Outs or Groundrows The middle distance in

the background to a set which has been profiled, thus

offering a silhouette against the background.

Cyclorama A continuous scenic backing running

round the studio walls to give the impression of open

air from all angles.

Dunning Shot or Process Shot A trick shot named
after its originator whereby disconnected background

and foreground action can be united in one shot to

give the impression of correlated action. The back-

ground action is registered on a strip of film that is

toned a transparent yellow and is threaded into a

camera in front of a panchromatic negative film. The
foreground action is then performed under yellow

lights against brightly illuminated ultramarine blue

backcloth. At points where foreground action over-

laps background movement the background is not

recorded because of blue and yellow images being

complementary.
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False Perspective An illusion of distance on a set

created by forcing the perspective of the background

into a confined space either by the use of rapidly

diminishing models or a painted backcloth.

Floaters Those parts of a set that are placed upon
roUers or wheels so that they can be easily rolled into

and out of positions in order to facilitate Ughting or

shooting.

Fog Machine A mechanical device for creating

the effect of fog on a set, such as burnt oil, liquid air,

etc.

Gantry The open passage-ways above a stage

from which the spotting rails are suspended and from

whence the main electric Ught cables are lowered to the

sets beneath.

Glass Shot A trick shot often used to give the

impression of height to a smaU set by placing a sheet

of glass in front of the camera and painting a con-

tinuation of the upper part of the set upon the glass

so that all the lines and tonal values coincide to

produce an impression of unity.

Inserts Close-ups of detail.

Location Shot A scene shot against a natural

background exterior or interior; any shot taken away
from the studio surroundings.

Lot A piece of ground, generally attached to the

studio, on which open-air scenes are erected and

photographed.

Marble Paper A representation of marble ob-

tained by floating streaks of various oil colours in a

long trough of water and bringing lengths of paper

into contact with the surface, thus picking up coloured

streaks of patterns.

Model Shot A trick shot often used to give the

impression of added height to a small set by sus-

pending a small-scale model of the ceiling or upper

part in front of the camera, so that when united in a

photograph it appears to be one and the same, some-

times referred to as the Hall process after its

originator.

Outside Buyer One who is responsible for the hire

or purchase of furnishings or properties used in a

fihn.

Packstriking Reference to a set that is dismantled

but held over in case it is required again for a repeti-

tion of the same scene.

Panning The movement of the camera on a



horizontal plane to take a panoramic shot embracing

a wide field of vision, with or without the inclusion of

moving figures.

Paper Floors The floor of the studio after it has

been covered with felt and hessian on which paper has

been pasted, painted and varnished to represent some

other surface, such as parquet, marble, etc.

Photobacking A canvas backcloth of any dimen-

sion on which an enlarged photograph has been pasted

in longitudinal strips.

Process Shots The various tricks or devices by

which impossibilities are made to seem reaUties. See

Schuflftan Shot, Dunning Shot, Matte Shot, Model

Shot, Glass Shot.

Rockers Any rocking device placed beneath a set

so that when put in motion it will give a see-saw eSect

representing a ship at sea, stage-coach, etc.

Scenic Backing A sewn canvas of any dimension

that has been primed and painted upon to represent

the background to a set.

SchuiTtan Shot A patented trick shot named after

its originator, who proposed to build sets in miniature

and reflect them on to a glass with a mirrored surface

placed at an angle of 45 degrees in front of a camera.

The mirrored surface was to be scraped away in those

areas where action was to take place and behind the

'windows' thus created in the mirrored glass actual

bits of set were to be built and lighted to coincide with

the reflected model.

Set or Setting The background to the action in a

film, generally meaning a scene representing an in-

terior. For scenes shot against natural background see

Location Shot.

Set Dresser or Set Decorator One who is re-

sponsible for the arrangement of the furnishings and

properties upon a set in accordance with the designs

or instructions of the Designer or Art Director.

Set Models Scale models of the set made in card-

board, generally ^ in or i in to the foot. Used in place

of a drawing when a three-dimensional survey of the

set is required for purposes of discussion.

Shooting Schedule A list of all the set-ups in a

film arranged in order of date and showing what

scenes, characters, costumes, and properties are

required for each day's work.

Sketch Artist An artist who is employed to make
continuity sketches based on general designs suppUed

by an Art Director.

Special Props All those properties especially re-

ferred to in the action of the film.

Specification A typewritten sheet that accom-

panies all blueprints issued by the Art Department to

the various craftsmen, in which minute details are

given regarding the construction and finish of the

work in question.

Spotting Rails Wooden or tubular cradles that

hang or are supported aroimd the upper part of a set

and upon which are placed the lamps that throw hght

into it.

Stage, Floor, or Studio That part of a film studio

which is sound-proofed and in which the sets are

built and the action recorded.

Stage Layout A ground plan of the studio or stage

on which traced plans of the sets are placed to see

how one will fit in with another without obstructing

the main angle of vision on each.

Stage Space Space on a studio floor allotted to a

production for the erection of sets.

Stock Set Those scenes or sets of a general

character that are made to be used and stored for

future use on other productions.

Titles The introductory phases to a film in which

the titles of the film appear and in which credit is

given to the various artists and technicians who
helped to make it.

Treadmill A mechanical device contrived by run-

ning a wide, endless belt over some rollers. When
the machine is put in motion, an actor may perform

the motions of walking upon the belt which moves in

the opposite direction. He is thus kept in position

before the camera.

View-Finder (in the Art Department) A diminish-

ing glass mounted in a small case and used in con-

junction with various masks for viewing models of sets

or actual sets in order to find out what area will come
into the camera view when using its various lenses.

Wave Machine Various mechanical devices used

for displacing water at regular intervals in a specially

built tank, thus creating the efiect of waves.
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A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
Among those books that can be ofparticular help to those interested

in a further study of the film I should like to mention the following

Roger Manvell Film (Penguin 1944) Tells you much about what was good in all the great

films that have been made in the past. For a further list of good books study the biblio-

graphy.

Paul Rotha Film Parade (Studio) A fascinating collection ofphotographs or ' stills ' that give

you an idea of the pictorial quality of all the films that matter—all beautifully documented.

George Schmidt Der Film (Published in Switzerland) Really analyses the composition of a

film, economically, technically, and artistically. All beautifully explained with illustra-

tions.

D. A. Spencer and H. D. Waley The Cinema Today (Oxford University Press 1939) A clear

description of all the various technical aspects of film-making, and one of the best general

books on the subject.

Vachel Lindsay The Art of the Moving Picture (Macmillan 1915) A great classic on the

aesthetics of the film.

Raymond Spottiswoode A Grammar of the Film (Faber 1935) A great classic on the

esthetics of the film.

V. I. Pudovkin Film Technique (Newnes 1933) A great classic on the aesthetics of the

fihn.

S. M. Eisenstein The Film Sense (Faber 1943) A great classic on the aesthetics of the

film.

Bandini and Viazzi Ragionamenti sulla Scenografia (Italian) The only other book that I

know which is devoted entirely to the study of set designing. A most enlightening record

of the work of the French, German, and Italian designers and their various influences.

Vladimir Nilsen The Cinema as a Graphic Art A clever but rather elaborate treatise on the

constructional composition of films, shot by shot, with chapters on scenario construction

and the creative problems of the cameraman's art.

E. Carrick Art and Design in British Films (Dobson 1948) A record of the work of all our

best known designers with over 100 reproductions of their works.

As yet there are veryfew books on such specialized subjects as perspective, construction,

lighting, and sciagraphy especially applied to film-making, but I can recommend that

you read the following works on those subjects—all of which are classics

Paint and its Use in Architecture (Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd) Workshop Receipts (Ernest

Spon, 1882).

Harold Burris-Meyer Scenery for the Theatre: the Organization, Process, Materials, and

Techniques used to set a Stage (Harrap, 1939).

M. Luckiesh, d.sc. Light and Shade and their Applications (D. Van Nostrand Co Inc, New
York, 1916).

M. Luckiesh, d.sc. The Lighting Art, its Practice and Possibilities (McGraw Hill, New York,

1917).

M. Luckiesh, d.sc. The Language of Colour (Dodd, New York, 1918).
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